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1 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

- 2 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

()_/
(

-----------------X3 -

:
4 In the Matter of: :

7_( ,) :
5 DIABLO CANYON / PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC: Docket Nos.

: 50-275

6 : 50-323
------------------X

7

8 The Bay View Room
San Luis Bay Inn

9 Avila Beach, California

10 Saturday, January 23, 1982

Evidentiary hearing in the above-entitled matter11

12 was resumed, pursuant to adjournment, at 9:00 a .m .

13 BEFORE:
A
k._/ 14 JOHN F. WOLF, Esq., Chairman

;

Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

15
DR. JERRY R. KLINE, Member

'

16
GLENN O. BRIGHT, Member

_

: 17
:
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1

APPEARANCES:

2

(~'') ON BEHALF OF THE APPLICANT, PACIFIC GAS &
-

ELECTRIC COMPANY:
3

BRUCE NORTON, Esq."(~) Norton, Burke, Berry & French, P.C.
' ' '

Suite 300, 3216 North Third Street
5 Phoenix, Arizona 85012

6

ON BEHALF OF GOVERNOR EDMUND G. BROWN, JR.:
7

LAbRENCE COE LANPHER, Esq.
8 HERBERT H. BRO 1;N, Esq.

Kirkpatrick, Lockhart, Hill,
9 Christopher, & Phillips

1900 M Street N.W.
10 Washington, D.C. 20036

11

ON BEHALF OF THE JOINT INTER 7ENORS,
12 SAN LUIS OBISPO MOTHERS FOR PEACE:

r 13 JOEL R. REYNOLDS, Esq.(3/ Center for Law in the Public Interest''
14 10951 West Pico Boulevard

Los Angeles, California 90064
15

DA~ TID S. FLEISCHAKER, Esq.
16 Jolen Production Company

: 2460 Liberty Tower
17[ Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73102

'8
i
: ON BEHALF OF THE REGULATORY STAFF:
d 19

i WILLIAM J. OLMSTEAD, Esq.
,! 20 Deputy Chief Hearing Counsel

} DONALD F. HASSELL, Esq.

3;
21 GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Esq.

Counsel for NRC Staf f
'

22 United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission -

Washington, D.C.
23 '
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1

- - - _C _E _E _D _I _N _G _SPRO

(~- 2 9:01 a.m.',

C
'

0 JUDGE WOLF: On the record.

4 Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. We'll

5 start as usual by asking counsel to state their appearance

6 for the record.

7 MR. OLMSTEAD: Yes, Mr. Chairman. I'm William

8 Olmstead and to my right, Mr. George Johnson and Mr.

9 Donald Hassell, Counsel for the NRC Staff.

10 JUDGE WOLF: Thank you.

11 MR. LANPHER: Lawrence Coe Lanpher and Herbert H.

;g Brown, Counsel for Governor Brown,

em 13 JUDGE WOLF: Thank you.

(
'-

14 MR. REYNOLDS: Joel Reynolds, Center for Law

in the Public Interest for Joint Intervenors.15

16 MR. NORTON: Bruce Norton with Richard Block
e

j g and Philip Crane, representing Pacific Gas and Electric
!

18 Company.
-

-i
.

JUDGE WOLF: Thank you. Are there any preliminary) ig

matters we should take up?
20

a

d MR. LANPHER: Judge Wolf, Mr. Lanpher. Yes,
21

i
: one preliminary matter. We do not see any need to callg

Mr. Kearns. I mentioned to Mr. Norton last night that
23

we just wanted to think about it overnight and in view ofg,

)'

Mr. Kearn's very tight schedule, it would be helpful not to
25

s
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1 in fact, call him.

<~g 2 JUDGE WOLF: Anyone else relying on the calling, V
3 of Mr. Kearns?

4 MR. OLMSTEAD: The Staff did have some thingsL
~

5 to ask Mr. Kearns if he did-attend, but we don't feel
.

6 it's absolutely necessary unless the Board has a preference

7. in that regard.

8 JUDGE WOLF: What are we prepared to-take up

9. first this morning?

'10 MR. 'REYNOLDS : One other matter is the calling

11 of Mr. Ness. Bruce have you decided whether you're going

12 to call Tim Ness?

13 MR. NORTON : Yes, we are not.

'

14 MR. REYNOLDS: I think we would like to have

15 Mr. Ness for purposes ~of cross-examination and so if

16 PG&E is not going to call him, then we will have to call

3

j 37 him to the hearing and I haven' t spoken with him to see
:

18 what day he can come. I-guess Mr. Norton spoke to him-

i
.; ig yesterday and he was available sometime early next week.
:

! I can check with him and try and arrange it for Monday20
a

d or Tuesday,
21

t
2-
t JUDGE WOLF: I'd prefer you make it Monday.22

O)(. MR. REYNOLDS: Fine, I'll try and make it
23

Monday.
f- 24

b
JUDGE WOLF: Can we do it today?25

s.

. . _ . _
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1 MR. NORTON: Excuse me, Your Honor. What -- the

2 part about that that bothers me, is he's going to call him, , ,,
* >

3 for cross-examination? I don't understand.

4 JUDGE WOLF: Put him on as an adverse witness?-
,

'.<
5 MR. REYNOLDS: Yes.

6 MR. NORTON: Why is he an adverse witness? He's

7 a county employee, he's not anybody's witness. He's

a not our witness. I've never talked to the man in my life.

9 He's not an adverse witness to any party here. I don't

to understand.

11 JUDGE WOLF: Well, I don't think you can make

12 that judgement. Let's see what he comes up with.

13 Anything else in a preliminary nature?
' '

i
' L 14 (Pause)

15 What do we have to go first?

MR. OLMSTEAD: Mr. Chairman, this is Mr.
16

k Olmstead. I am calling Dr. Thomas-Urbanik as a witness17
e

is on behalf of the NRC Staff at this time.,

.:
-

ig JUDGE NOLF: Very well.

MR. OLMSTEAD: Dr. Urbanik?
20

?

JUDGE WOLF: Dr. Urbanik, would you state your
! 21

i
t n me and occupation for the record, please?

22

MR. URBANIK: Yes, my name is Tom Urbanik. I
23

'

d n t have my doctorate degree. I work for Texas A&M
24

' ' University as an Assistant Research Engineer.
25

!

| i

I
'
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.

_

1 Whereupon,

?m 2 THOMAS URBANIK'

_

3 having been first duly sworn, was called as a witness

4
~} herein and was examined and testified as follows:

5 JUDGE WOLF: You may be seated. Mr. Olmstead.,

6 MR. OLMSTEAD: Yes.

7 DIRECT EXAMINATION
i

8 BY MR. OLMSTEAD:
.

-

1

9 | 0 Mr. Urbanik, do you have a copy of biographical

10 data in front.of you dated April, 1930?

It A Yes, sir.

12 Q Are there any additions or corrections that

'

-m 13 you'd like to make to that?
' (' }
' '

l 14 A Yes, I'd like to make a couple of additions

is which I believe are pertinent to the hearing this morning.

16 First, in , terms of some publications, I'm the principal

!
| : 17 author of NUREG CR/1745 entitled Analysis of Techniques
| 2
l

18 for Estimating Evacuation Times for Emergency Planning,

3
! 2

; - 19 Zones. This particular report is the basis of NRC's input
a

! into MUREG 0654, Revision 1, Appendix 4. I'm also the20 ;
a

f ! author of NUREG CR/1856. This report is entitled an21

3 :,

| Analysis of Evacuation Time Estimates Around 52 Nuclear:
22

23 Power Plant Sites, Analysis and Evaluation.

<- 24 I've also appeared en behalf of the Staff at theI

( )
I

25 Three Mile Island Restart hearings and at the construction
'

t

i

!
t

]

| !
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I permit hearings for Allen's Creek.

2(, Q Thank you. With those additions, is your statement
;

,

a
3 of professional qualifications true and correct to the

| best of your knowledge and belief?4
,

5 A Yes, sir.

6 MR. OLMSTEAD: Mr. Chairman, I would move that

7 the professional qualifications as amended for Mr. Thomas
i
'

8 Urbanik be bound into the record as if read at this point.

9 MR. NORTON: No objection.

10 MR. REYNOLDS: No objection.

11 MR. LANPHER: No objection.

12 JUDGE WOLF: Without objection, the professional

,
13 qualifications of Mr. Thomas Urbanik will be received

! ')
\;- 14 and bound in the record as if read.

15 (Whereupon, the professional qualifications

16 of Mr. Thomas Urbanik were received and bound into the
!
t 17 record as if read.)
2

18
.i

s

j 19

i
j 20

;

{ 21

s
-

,

23

,

24 |
-n i

~~'
25

i
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THOMAS URDANIX II APRIL 1930

BIOGRAPHICAL DATA

F
\ Education: Ph.D., Civil Engineering (Transportation), Texas A&M

* University, in progress
'M.S., Civil Engineering (Transportation), Purdue University,

1971.

i B.S., Civil Engineering, Syracuse University,1969

B.S., (Forest Engineering), State University of New York,
1968

Professional Texas Transportation Institute, Texas A&M University, January
| Positions: 1977 tn Present. Assistant Research Engineer.

City of Ann Arb'or, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1972-1976. Traffic
Engineer.

City of Ann Arbor, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1971-1972. ,

j Transportation Planning Engineer. '

| Joint Highway Research Project, Purdue University, 1970-1971.
Research Assistant.

i Experience: Principal Investigator on scveral studies concerning public:

l i transportation planning at the state and local levels. Areas
include general transit, elderly and handicapped transporta-i

| tion, and priority treatment of freeways and arterial streets.
! Other transportation planning studies include hurrivane evac-

i i uation, nuclear evacuation and truck routing for hazardous
t I materials. Recent traffic engineering work includes delinea-

| tion of portable barriers in construction zones.

Responsible to Director of Streets, Traffic and Parking Ann
Arbor, Michigan. Responsible supervisory and professional
traffic engineering work in directing the traffic engineering
function of the department. Work involved responsibility for
the application of professional engineering skill and knowledge
to difficult traffic engineering problems in traffic regulation
and control, street use, street lighting, geometrics, parking,
school safety, curb cuts, and related traffic engineering
activities. Was directly responsible for the supervision of
the traffic signal and traffic sign maintenance personnel.

~

I Responsible to Director of Traffic Engineering and Transporta-
| tion, Ann Arbor, Michigan. Reviewed transportation aspects of
| all plans for development in the city. Staff member to the Ann

Arbor Transportation Authority responsible for budget and union
,

| negotiations. Staff Coordinator for the planning, design,

|
\

e

-- .

- w- --__ m_ __ _ _ _ _ _
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"

.

*

p\ implementation, and operation of the Dial-A-Ride demand-
responsive demonstration project.

Under general direction of Dr. I:enneth W. Iteathington, Purdue
University, designed attitudinal questionnaire concerning.

) public transportation for a home interview survey in Lafayette.
Indiana. Also analyzed survey results for inclusion in a*

report which was the basis for improving public transportation
in Lafayette.

Affiliations: Institute of Transportation Engineers
Transportation Research Board
Sigma Xi
Chi Epsilon

Registration: Registered Professional Engineer, Texas and Michigan

Publications: Urbanik, T. and Jose' A. Soegaard, Cost-Effectiveness of
Accessible Fixed-Route Busses in Texas. Texas Transportation
Institute, Technical Report 1061-1F, September 1979.

Urbanik, T. and J o se '. A. Soegaard, Transportation of the
Elderly and Handicapped in Texas: A Case Study, Texas Trans-
portation Institute, Technical Report 1056-2F, September 1979. -

Urbanik, T., Bryan-College Station Transit Improvement Plan,

& Texas Transportation Institute, September 1979. .

8
Urbanik, T., Total Accessibility Versus Equivalent Mobility of
the Handicapped, Institute of Transportation Engineers,
Compendium of Technical Papers, 49th Annual Meeting,1979.

Urbanik, T. et al . , Survey of Vehicles and Equipment for-

Elderly and fiandii apped Transportation, Texas Transportation
Institute, Technical Report 1056-1, September 1978.

Urbanik, T. and R.W. Holder, Corpus Christi Elderly and
Handicapped Transportation Study, Texas Transportation
Institute, September 1978.

Urbanik, T., Texas Hurrican Evacuation Study, Texas Transporta-
tion Institute, September 1978. -

Urbanik, T., Priority Treatment of Buses at Traffic Signa's,
Transportation Engineering, November 1977.

| Urbanik, T. and R.W. Holder, Priority Treatment of High Occu-
pancy Vehicles on Arterial Streets, Texas Transportation

O instit#te. aePort zos-s. a#ix 1977.

Urbanik, T. and R.W. Holder, Evaluation of Alternative Concepts'

for Priority Use of Urban Freeway
I

,

_ . _ ___ _
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.

Urbanik, T., et al., Ann Arbor Dial-A-Ride Project Final
Report, Ann Arbor Transportation Authority, April 1973.

& Urbanik, T., Ann Arbor Dial-A-Ride Operations, Highway Research
Board Special Report 136, 1973.

']
Urbanik, T. and K.W. Heathington, Driver Information Systems
for Highway-Railway Grade Crossings, Highway Research Record-

fiumber 414, 1972.

Urbanik, T., et al., The Greater Lafayett Area Bus Transit
Study, Joint HTghwTy Research Project, Purdue University, April
1971.

i

|

.

I

{
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I BY MR. OLMSTEAD:

2
}) Q Do you have in front of you, Mr. Urbanik, a,

3 letter dated October'28, 1981, from yourself to Mrs. Mitzie

4(} Solberg, Project Officer of the Emergency Preparedness

5 Branch of the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission?

6 A Yes, sir.

7 MR. OLMSTEAD: Mr. Chairman, I'm going to

8 provide 3 copies to the Court Reporter of this document

9 and it will be marked for identification as Staff Exhibit

10 33.

11 (The document referred to

12 was marked for identification

13c j- as NRC-Staff Exhibit 33.)

La>
14 JUDGE WOLF: I didn't get to whom that was.,.

15 addressed.

16 MR. OLMSTEAD: We're bringing you copies.

!
17 BY MR. OLMSTEAD:

- 18 0 Can you identify that letter and it's attachments?

j i9 A The letter and the attachment are my evaluation
Ai

! of the Allen M. Voorhees study relative to NUREG 0654,i 20
a

d
21 Revision 1, Appendix 4.

s.
2<

22 MR. OLMSTEAD: Mr. Chairman, I would move

23 Staff Exhibit 33 into evidence at this point.
b

24 JUDGE WOLF: Any objection to receiving Staff-()4

i

Exhibit 33?; 25

L

i

,- . , . - - . - .- .- - . - _ . . . - - - . _ - .
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1 MR. NORTON: No objection.

,- 2 MR. LANPHER: No objection.

(s
3 MR. REYNOLDS: No objection.

JUDGE WOLF: Without objection, the Staff Exhibit4
i

v
5 which has been marked 33, a letter from Mr. Thomas Urbanik

to Mrs. Mitzie Solberg will be received in evidence as6

Staff Exhibit 33.7

8 (The document referred to,

9 having been previously
,

10 marked for identification

as NRC-Staff' Exhibit 33,j,

was received in evidence.)12

BY MR. OLMSTEAD:13
|

L/ Q Mr. Urbanik, I would like you to refer for34

a moment to NUREG CR/1856 entitled An Analysis of Evacuation
5

Time Estimates Around 52 Nuclear Power Plants. Would you
6

I refer to page A-13?
.g 17

(Pause)
8

-

A Yes.,g

I Q Is that an evaluation of evacuation time estimatej 20

for Diablo Canyon?4

|, 21
3

E A Yes, sir.
22

# Q And is that the same chart that you used in your

|
October 28th letter to Ms. Solberg?

247s ,

1' Y A No, sir.
. 25

-

i

i
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Q Could you explain the dif ferences batw:en the
1

evaluation contained therein and the one that you did on
2

' >

May 1st, 1981?
3

A Yes, sir, the principal difference is thatp- 4
< i

'
'

the first evaluation in CR1856 was done against
5

was essentially the first addition of NUREG0654 which

was based on Grimes' letter of 197-- I think November 29 or
7

30 of 1979. Subsequent to that MUREG 0654 was revised
8

and that revision included revisions to Appendix 4.
g

Those revisions specified in more detail some of the aspects

of what should be included in evacuation time estimate
11

studies. The study prepared by PG&E was actually prepared

prior to revision 1 so they did not have revision 1 from

i )

! _j which to go by so in terms of formatting of the report

, and everything, it wasn't in every respect as receiving the

same rating that would have if they had had that report
16

! and were able to follow it into it's -- to the letter, in
17g

'

the sense of reporting format and things. I think if
18-

!
you look at the letter, the evaluation was still high*

j 19

j in terms of techniques used but it's just the reporting
j 20

format and some of the data that went in it -- it was;

| 21

f certainly adequate b'ut it wasn't outstanding.
22

Q Would it be correct then to assume that
23 ;

.

the table in staff exhibit 33 is reviewed to NUREG 0654, |

7m 24 |

wJ Revision 1 criteria? !
25 - |

| i
.

.
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1 A Yes, sir.

2 Q What is the purpose of evacuation time estimates,

V
3 in the context of emergency planning under NUREG 0654?

4 A There are two principal purposes of evacuation
i

5 time estimates. One purpose is to provide a decision

6 making tool so that the people in charge of emergency

7 preparedness can have some information on which to make

8 decisions in the event of an accident. The estimates

9 are not intended in any way cover every possible scenario.

to They cover basically a range of reasonably likely scenarios

13 and from those scenarios the decision makers can then

12 factor in any other conditions that might occur in the

case of an accident in order to have a basis for makingi3

decisions.g

15 The other purpose of the evacuation and time

16 estimate studies is to identify potential problems

2

j 17 that might occur during an evacuation and therefore
t

develop plans to address those particular problems in the18,

t
3

39 most expedient way.

a

j 0 In the course of your review of the evacuation
20

a

d time estimates in Diablo Canyon docket, did you reviewg
i

the estimates by PRC Voorhees for the County of San Luise
22

23

A Could you repeat that?y ,

f) |' ' "
Q Yes, could you review the evacuation time estimates'

25
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i

!

I made by PRC Voorhees for the County of San Luis Obispo in

2 this proceeding?7

3 A I'm confused by your reference to the county.

| I've reviewed the PRC Voorhees study on behalf of PG&E.4
j

\_s :

|5 0 In the review of that study, did you review

6 the capacity factors for the roadways identified?

7 A Yes, sir.

8 Q Have you formed an opinion as to the adequacy

9 I of those estimates?

10 A Yes, I believe they are reasonable estimates

11 of what would be expected under those conditions.

12 0 In examining the traffic flow data, are

13 r. eductions appropriate for factors such as lane blockages

{J
14 caused by stalled vehicles ineffective access control

15 or lack of access by tow trucks?

16 A The effect of accidents in general are what

!
: 17 you might expect. An occasional accident here or there

18 would not, unless of a major nature, have a significant.

t
3

19 effect on the capacity. The accident may take 5 or 10

:
E 20 minutes to clear and would have some reduction in capacity
e
.

f 21 during that time.

i
So I think for just normal operating conditions .22

!

!
23 they are a reasonable capacity. If there were a serious

l .

i I

i accident, that would then have to be factored back j74,,

| l!

gg | in and some decision made on how to handle that.
''

! !
i

i
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1 Q Are there circumstances where the use of so-called

i,
2 wrong-way traffic flows are appropriate as a means of

_

j reducing evacuation times?3

|
4 | A Yes. Those techniques would be quite appropriate7 ,

v'
5 on a limited basis to handle critical locations-that would

6 require some pre-planning and the available resources,

7 police or other traffic control personnel to implement.

8 It would not be something that you would expect to be

9 done on large scale but at a particular bottleneck,

io it might be undertaken for a reasonable distance, in

order to effectuate it.11

The reason for that is to make sure you don't
12

33 have problems with accidents or other things you would need

some kind of control. For example, on the -- I don'tg

know how you pronounce it, Cuesta grade, there are oppor-
15

tunities -- if there were an accident, say on the grade,
16

2

it would be possible through traffic control means toj j7

:
route vehicles across the median "in the wrong way" upjg,

3
m

the other side around the accident and then back.jg
a

! O Can that be done without causing undue confusion
- 20
.

:

$ 21 on the road?
I
*

22 A Yes., sir.

# |

23 Q What is the relationship, if any, be tween the |
!

, 24 time in which a population is notified to evacuate and,-

25 the time it takes to move the population along an evacuation

; |
i i
i 1
' i
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I route?

2 A There is a modest relationship in that during

3 the initial phases of notification, there would be some

4
,

time period during which no one would reasonably be expected
v_-

5 to have left. It would be -- either getting prepared if they
I

6 were at home or returning from work and then evacuating.

7 However, it is not necessary or even necessarily

8 desirable that everybody be ready to leave within some

9 fixed notification in preparation time. Once that

10 initial time has taken place, there's only so mrch

11 capacity on the roadway network and if everybody was

12 ready to leave within a short period of time, there

13 would be large delays of several hours, so if some people

14 aren't notified for even 2 or 3 hours, and it's going

15 to take three hours to evacuate them, that's not an undue

16 problem.

!
: 17 0 What factors should be considered in predicting:

18 the number of vehicles which might be used by households.

!.

| 19 that might own more than one vehicle?

i |
E 20 A Some provision needs to be made for the multiple
3

| 21 use of vehicles. There are two recent studies that would
2

|
22 suggest that about 1.3 vehicles per household for those

|
23 households that. have vehicles would be a reasonable i

i

/- 24 estimate. In looxing at the PRC Voorhees, the method

25 | they used comes very close to 1.3 vehicles per household. j
| t

'

t

i
i
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|

1 By and large, most household units are only going to take

2 one vehicle, that's not to say that of all households so,

(-
3 I think their estimate is extremely reasonable, based on

4 available data.
,

v

5 Q In terms of the emergency planning criteria,

6 and evaluation of evacuation times that you've developed,

7 do you believe there is value in developing conservative

8 estimates of evacuation time?

9 A I think it could be considered undesirable to

10 generate extremely conservative estimates. We need to

11 develop a reasonable estimate of what we think will

12 happen, because the estimate is used as a decision making

13 tool and if you made the estimate twice as long, for

14 example, like engineers typically do, you design a building'-

15 and then you multiply everything by two, you have a factor

is of safety of two and you figure you're extremely conserva-
3

$ 17 tive.
*

is In evacuation time estimates, if you made your,

3
:

; 19 estimate twice what you think, you might make the wrong
.

! decision in terms of sheltering versus evacuation.20
M

You can put the other factors in at the decision making21 ,
3
w

:
22 time if some events outside the scope of your initial

23 assumption, those can be factored right back in making

I
1 a decision at the time.3 4!, _ ' , !

I have no further questio|' ns <us
MR. GLMSTEAD: Thank you.25

:
i

|
i
!
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I JUDGE WOLF: Mr. Norton, do you have any questions?

2 | MR. NORTON: No.,- ,.
s() I

3 JUDGE WOLF: Mr. Reynolds?
i

|
4 CROSS-EXAMINATI'JN~

'J |w
5 BY MR. REYNOLDS :

6 Q Mr. Urbanik, have you reviewed the San Luis

7 Obispo County plan evacuation time estimates?

8 A No, sir.

9 Q Have you driven the roads of the county to

10 determine if the -- even if the roads exist or if they

11 exist as they have been characterized in the voorhees

12 study?

13 A Yes, sir.
'/ i
''

14 Q Which roads have you driven?

15 A I've driven all the principal routes within

16 the county.

!
g 17 0 Which are?
?

18 A Want me to list them? U.S. 1, well, California-

!
.

j 19 1, U.S. 101, San Luis Obispo Bay Road, Avila Road -- here

i
! 20 that goes out to the expressway, county road or State Road.
2

f 21 227. Numerous little roads, Sea Canyon Road which runs

! I

22 | into another road and comes back out North of the plant.'

23 All the roads around the golf course in Arrow Bav -- what

i

is it? Rio Bay? All the way up those little towns North I24
n

i
~'

25 of there. Further down South, a bunch of roads. I can't

,
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1

remember the names of all of them, but I think I've hit

2-

v) everything shown in the plan as basically major roads and

3
local feeders. A little road up here that goes over the

r' 4 !
~ . _ , , hill through the back country.'

s

5
0 Were you on Highway 101 on Cuesta grade last

6
week when there was an accident causing it to be closed

7
for two hours?

8
A No, sir.

Q You stated that evacuation time estimates should

to
not be over-estimated. Would you also agree that they

11 should not be under-estimated?
12 A Yes, sir.

13
gg Q And would you agree that evacuation times estimates

14
should be realistic if they are to serve the purpose for

15 which they are intended?

16 A Yes, sir.
!
[ 17 Q Now, you mentioned there might be a possibility

18
3 of small accidents during an emergency, under emergency

| 19 conditions. Have you excluded the possibility of accidents
.

} 20 other than small accidents, namely large accidents?

8
21 A No, I haven't excluded the possibility of thoseg

:
~

22 accidents.8 23 Q Have those been considered in the voorhees study
| .

em 24 which you reviewed? |
J |

|
A They are considered in that you cannot develop |

25

1 ;

i

!

4
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|
'

1 every contingency in an evacuation time estimate. You

2 assume an accident rate that would be that which is, . , )
v

3 experienced on a regular basis. The fact that there

( x 4 was an accident last week on that particular grade does
)

w./

5 not mean there's going to be one during the time of an

6 evacuation. There wasn't one yesterday when I was out

7 there.

8 0 Would the capacity figures and the evacuation

9 times estimates that Voorhees did, did those consider

to or allow for a major accident?

It A I thought you just asked me that question.

12 Q Were those kinds of things incorporated in their

13 capacity and time estimates?

14 MR. OLMSTEAD: Mr. Chairman, I think the question

15 is vague and the witness is having difficulty understanding

it so I'd ask that Mr. Reynolds rephrase it.16

:
h 17 BY MR. REYNOLDS:
*

18 Q Is the question vague?-

3
.

; ig A Would you state it again and let me have another

shot at it?20

Q Sure. There are highway capacity estimates in the
21

2
: V rhees study, is.that correct?

22 i
-

A Yes, sir. f23
I

Q And naturally, the Voorhees study contains time
- 24

i

estimates?25 |
i

I
,

i
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I A Yes.

e' 2 Q Do those capacity and time estimates incorporate,

!,
_

3 assumptions of major accidents occurring on any of the

' 4 principal evacuation routes and by that I'm referring to

5 Highway 101 North and South and Highway 1.

6 A Could you tell me what you define as a major

7 accident?

8 Q Well let me ask you this. You referred to minor

9 accidents. How would you define that?

10 A Cars running into each other, something less than

11 perhaps a large semi- tractor trailer overturned in a road

12 that would take perhaps an hour or somewhat more to clear.

13 Q So a minor accident would be an accident that,

14 would take an hour more to clear?

15 A No, I would expect that a minor accident would

16 be cleared in 10 or 15' minutes.

!
g 17 Q All right, let's take that one. 'tX) the time
2

'g estimates and the capacity estimates incorporate or assume18

t

j 19 minor accidents of that kind?

i
| 20 A Yes, sir.

| 21 Q Did they assume larger accidents?
2

22 A No, sir.

|
23 Q How did they incorporate minor accidents? !

!

i i

24 | A If you go through some calculations and look at j7

('"'; I I

25 some capacity reductions and the amount of time to clear and
I'

i

,

I
i

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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1 make an estimate of how long, how much increase in evacuation

/ 2 time that would cause, you'll find that it's nearly
G

3 negligible, probably less than 5% which is -- I wouldn' t

4
; consider significant.
v

5 Q So you would not consider a minor accident which

6 involved lane blockage for 15 to 20 minutes, 10 to 15

7 minutes to be anything more than negligible?

8 A Yes, sir.

9 Q And you would not -- how many of those would

to you anticipate conceivably happening in an evacuation

11 which took a period of about six hours?

12 A I don't have any numbers off-hand but hardly

13 any.

14 Q How many did Voorhees assume?

15 A I don't know.

16 Q What's the basis for that assumption?

E

: 17 MR. OLMSTEAD: Escuse me, Mr. Chairman, he
:

is asked how many they assumed and then he said he didn't, ,

2
*

|
; 19 know and Fhen asked what's the~ basis for the assumption.
a

! MR. REYNOLDS: I'll withdraw that question.20
s

21 BY MR. REYNOLDS:

2

Q The Voorhees study assumed fair weather conditions22
I
i

xJ 23 is that right? |
.

I

A Tnat is one of the scenarios they assumed.24,

I
"'

0 What other scenarios did they assume?25
!

i

!

| I
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1 A An adverse weather condition.

, , 2 Q Could you describe what those conditions were?

3 A Those conditions would include such things
4 as perhaps light rain or modest fog conditions.-s

i

V
5 Q Were any specific times estimated for the

6 evacuation of special populations including hospital
7 patients, institutionalized persons, things of that kind?
8 A Yes, he study addressed the resources that were

9 necessary to do that.

10 0 Were there any specific times estimated for their

11 evacuation?

12 A I'd have to look.

13 Q Could you do that?

14 A Sure.

15 (Pause)

16 They are included to the extent that the special
s

[ 17 facility vehicles have been added into the total number

18 of vehicles that are used in the evacuation.,

I
.

; 19 Q Can you explain how hospital patients have been
i

i 20 worked into those figures?
3

f 21 A Well, they identified some need for ambulances
3
2 and the number identified would not be significantly22

23 large numbers that would effect the evacuation time.
:

I

^
24 They did identify the number of -- you know, j

il I
k> ' vehicles of staff and other things that would be used.25 ;

i,
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1 in an evacuation. You're talking about relatively small

's . 2 numbers relative to thousands of cars otherwise.
\

|/

3 Q I'm talking about a population which is somewhat

4 more difficult to handle in an evacuation and I'm just,

\ )

j trying to figure out how that difficulty would be incorporated5

6 into their analysis. For example --

7 A It doesn't take very long -- the primary thing

a that drives up the evacuation time is the large number of

9 vehicles. The last vehicle out can get out in the time

10 on'the chart in there -- it shows what the driving time

is out of the network. One guy can leave 5 minutes beforen

12 the end and drive out in relative freedom, so the fact

13 that there might be a few vehicles like ambulances or

ja whatever that require additional time before they were

ready to leave doesn't cause any significant problems
15

with the evacuation time.16

t

Q So the ambulances are not a problem as long asj j7

:
they're the last ones out?

18

3

A I didn't say that.j 19

a

j 0 H w many ambulances are there in the County?
20

2

3 A I d n't know.
21

5
: Q Did Voorhees calculate that?

A I don't believe they did.
23

Q How many vehicle trips did they assume for an

( ; i
'' ambulance?

25

i

| I
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1

A I don't believe -- they didn't assume a number for

# (,) ambulances. I don't know they assumed the number of trips.

3
Q Did'they calculate the number of buses that

't' 4
( ,; would be available?

5
A I don't believe they did that either.

6
Q Now, there are certain segments of the population

7
that will rely on buses for evacuation?

8
A Yes, sir. But again, we're talking about a

relatively small number of vehicles.
,

10
Q What segment of the population will rely on

" buses?

12 A Something less than 10% of the population.

13
gg Q Schools for example?

'#
A Schools. It depends on what the particular

15 county plan is. Like I said, I haven't reviewed the county

16 plan. That's a local option, whether they used buses or
8

17j if people re-unite with their families and go ir t'ieir

18
i own automcbiles.

$ 19
. O Schools you're not sure of. California

i I

j 20 Men's Colony. What about that?
:

: 2'
| A They included -- I'd have to look at that chart.

! '

t I i

22
| Again, I don't recall off-hand. I think they postulated

8 | |
23 that they might shelter those folks. j

!
24 Q What about the car-less population. Are they |,

|
.a

25 going to rely on buses, too? -

|
I
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1 A Some of them will. Not necessarily all of them.

,- 2 I don' t see any reason why would not expect some of them
U

3 to go out with other people in automobiles.

4 Q On page 11 of NUREG CR/1856, you mentioned something
,C

,

5 called phased evacuation. I wonder if you could explain

6 what involves and wnat it's purpose is?

7 A Getting back to the capacity figures and

8 the reasonableness of them, you can actually move more

9 people down a roadway if you phase an evacuation to the

10 extent that you keep the number of vehicles on the roadway

11 closer to the capacity which might be something in the

12 neighborhood of a two thousand vehicles per hour. If

13 you've ever- been in cities like Houston or other places,s.7
' ' ~ '

i4 where they actually put traffic lights on the ramps and

15 by controlling the number of vehicles that enter the freeway

16 we actually get more people down'the freeway, so in terms
:
; of traffic management to some extent, it is desirable to37
E

18 phase the evacuation. However the figures that are used
$

) 39 in there are not unreasonable for a non-phased evacuation.
a

i Q S what you're saying is if you put access control20
a

'

lights on on-ramps, that's going to assure that the traffic
$ 21

!
z continues to move on the freeway?g

A I don't think I said that.
23

! t

Q Let me ask you that question, if you put accessg ,

( ) !

! control lights on the on-ramps, is that going to assure thati"
,5

|
4

|
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1 the highway is not going to get congested?

2 A I guess that's -- there's no way you can

' 3 ever assure certain things. A more effective way would

4 perhaps be to police traffic control which would be a more

5 likely thing that you would implement because the

6 cost of putting in lights -- it's not likely that you

7 would do that on a regular basis for a very rare event.

8 It would probably be more cost effective to employ traffic
_ _

9 control people to accomplish the same thing.

10 Q Let's go back to my question on phased evacuation.

11 Could you define that and it's purposes?'

12 A The phased evacuation is the procedure of managing

13 in some way the rate at which people enter the highway system,.

ID
( 14 One type of phased evacuation might be to ask people in

15 only certain sectors to leave. Another way of'having

16 a phased evacuation might be to inser't traffic control
.

!
17 at designated places in order to control the demands on

|g 18 particular facilities.
s

j 19 Q And the purpose is simply to reduce congestion?

i

! 20 A Right.
a

21 Q Do you know what segment of the population TMI

E
22 Evacuation Advisory covered?

23 A No,-sir.

24 Q You're not aware that that advisory covered a

25 population of about 2500 people? _i
|.

!

!
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1 A No, sir.

- 2 Q And you're also unaware that'144,000" evacuated?

3 MR. NORTON: Excuse me, Your Honor.

f Those are very improper questions. He's testified4

V
5 he's not aware so Mr. Reynolds is attempting to stick

6 numbers in the record of his own. This witness says he

7 isn't aware. I don't understand where he's going.

8 MR. REYNOLDS: I'll withdraw the question.

9 BY MR. REYNOLDS:

10 Q What's the empirical basis for evacuations from

ti nuclear power plant accidents?

12 A Experience in evacuations of other types of

13 disasters such as hurricanes, chemical spills, things of

14 that nature.

Q No, the question is -- well, it probably was
15

an unclear question.16

:
How many nuclear power plant accidents havej j7

2

there been in which there has been a major evacuation?
18-

!
.

A I don't know. The only one I'm aware of is; 39

Three Mile Island.
20

Q To your knowledge was this concept of phased
21 j

i
| evacuation demonstrated to be feasible at Three Milet g

!

Island? !
23 ;

A I don't know the answer to that.
24^

I guess, what I said earlier is the assumption''

.,S
|

'
,
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1 in the planning for Diablo Canyon dots not assumn a phascd

g7_ 2 evacuation.

v./
3 Q The Voorhees study does not discuss phased

4 evacuation?
-

/

i |
5 A Offphand I don't recall. The basis of the''

6 capacity figures does not assume a phased evacuation.

7 MR. REYNOLDS: I have no further questions.

8 JUDGE WOLF: Mr. Lanpher?

9 CROFS-EXAMINATION

10 BY MR. LANPHER:

11 Q Mr. Urbanik, voc stated that you were the

12 principal author of NUREG CR/1856, is that correct? That

13 was the analysis of evacuation time assessments around

i 14 52 nuclear power plants.

,

15 A I was the only author of that.

16 Q Excuse me, I don't mean to cut you off.

s

17 A I was the principal author of the other reports --k
2

n3 1745.
,

!
.

; ig Q Did you visit each nuclear pcwer plant site before

preparing your analysis in NUREG CR/1856?
20

.

3 A No, sir.
21

2
n
: Q Did you visit the Diablo Canyon site or San

22

Luis Obispo County before preparing that analysis?
23

|
'

A No, sir.
24

,m(
k/ g When was the first time you visited this vicinity

25
* i

i
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1 for the purpose of reviewing evacuation time estimates?

2 A Yesterday.., .

,.-)'

(_
3 0 Mr. Urbanik, I believe you stated in response

4 to one of Mr. Reynold's question that you reviewed-

5 capacity factors of the roads in this vicinity. You did

6 that from your reading of the Voorhees evacuation time

7 assessment, not from any personal knowledge, correct?

8 A The two reports initially were not based on

9 a personal visit. Subsequent to that, yesterday, I

to -wentvout'and confirmed those times so they are.as of this monent

33 confirmed in my mind, based on a field visit.

12 Q That field visit -- how long did you spend on

13 that field visit? Did you spend all day yesterday or

, i4 one hour, five hours or what?
..

A Probably 6 or 8 hours. 6 hours. The roadway15

16 network is not that extensive in this particular EPZ.

j j7 C I believe in response to Mr. Olmstead's question
2

18 regarding Staff Exhibit 33 which is your October 28 letter-

'!

.j 19 with the attachment, you stated in your opinion, the
e

evacuation time estimates for the Diablo Canyon vicinity
'a 20

5 are adequate and meets the NUREG criteria, correct?
21

3
2
2 A Yes, sir.

22

Q The purpose of evacuation time estimates is
23

t utilize them in conjunction with a plan which is devised
24

0 to evacuate a community or part of a community, correct??, 25
.
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' A Yes, sir.

!/ 2'

Q You also stated I believe that you have not

3 reviewed the San Luis'Obispo County Response Emergency Plan,
4 correct?

5 A Yes, sir. That's a FEMA responsibility,

I
6 Q Have you read.the plan? Maybe I used the

7 wrong term, reviewed. Have you read the plan?

.

8 A No, sir.
.

9 Q And since you haven't read that plan, you don't

10 know whether their evacuation model or plans for evacuation

11 are the same as those that are assumed or set forth in

12 the voorhees study or not, do you?.

13 A I do not know what the specifics of their plan

!! h
,

14 are. If their plan was in conflict then, I would not be'

,

15 aware of that.

16 Q The Voorhees study that you related has
!

17 a phase I and a' phase II study, correct?-g

18 A Yes, sir.g
s

j 19 Q And that study assumes evacuation out through
i

. I 20 the five cities area which is about 15 to 18 miles
i 3

21 from the Diablo Canyon plant, correct?
I
*

22- A The phase II goes out some distance. I'd have
(3
;( / 23 to look to see what exactly it is but it's beyond .12, I-

t

'

24 knoW.

O
25 Q Fine. To your knowledge, does the Voorhees study

.

!
:

, . - . .

,_ .,. . _ .
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1 Phase I or Phase II consider the additional potential

2 congestion to evacuation routes from vehicles and persons{
3 evacuating outside of the evacuation zones. In otherwords,

; 4 they are voluntary evacuations, not being instructed to,

L;'

5 evacuate, but evacuating on their own volition and thus

6 causing congestion to routes.

7 A That's not specifically addressed. There's a need

8 for, again in the planning process, to control possible

9 conflicts beyond the designated area. For example, diverting

to traffic off of U.S. 101 and both North and South of the

ij areas so that they do not come into the areas or other

12 communities along the highway such that they are not

g, 33 moving.into the paths of the evacuating vehicles. That's
e/ -

34 part of the planning process.

0 That's not specifically addressed in the Voorhees15

16 study though, in terms of outside' of the Phase I and Phase II

k 17 areas, the possible congestion?
2

A It is addressed in the sense that they18-

!
) 39 identified the need to plan to control that.

"
I

j Q Could you please show me where that's addressed?
20

2

d (Pause)
21

'! MR. LANPl!ER: Judge Wolf, this is Mr. Lanpher. |22

I 1

I
23 The voorhees analysis is in evidence and if it's in there,

24 it's in there and if the witness can't immediately locate
,

|
wJ

25 it, that's fine. I'll proceed with my examination. I don't;'

i

!
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1 want to delay us.

I
2 JUDGE WOLF: Very well.f

1 3 MR. LANPHER: If that's satisfactory.

(' 4 BY MR. LANPHER:
)

5 Q Mr. Urbanik, it is true is it not that the

6 Voorhees analysis discusses the 1973 floods in the San

7 Luis Obispo County area? Isn't that true?

8 A I believe the study discusses flooding problems.

9 Q Isn't it true that according to the voorhees

10 analysis that in those floods in 1973, there was widespread
|

11 I disruption of major traffic routes including 101 North

12 and South and California Route l?

13 A I believe that's probably true. I'd have to

( 14 look. I know they did discuss flooding as a problem. The

15 specifics of it I don't recall.

16 Q Do any of the evacuation scenarios set forth in

$ 17 Voorhees analyses include such disruption of routes by

la flooding?; ,

c

j 19 A No, sir. The adverse condition includes conditions

20 less than severe flooding. That would again be a decision

3 that would then be factored in as part of the evacuation
21

!
: r sheltering alternatives.22

Q Mr. Urbanik, at pag 4-10 of NUREG 0654 it is I

|23

1

suggested that specific recommendations for actions have 1

<- 24 I
: j

!-

to be taken to significantly improve evacuation times shall |25

1

|
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1 be given. Do you have any specific recommendations to

r - 2 improve evacuation times in San Luis Obispo County?

3 A I'would agree with some of the concern that

4 the area North on U.S. 101 is probably one of the more
C

5 critical areas and should be planned for in terms of

6 any contingencies, accidents or otherwise and possible

7 use of additional lanes if necessary.

8 Q Do you have any other recommendations, sir?

9 A Just a general, a general need for plans. Once

10 a pl'an is developed, it needs to be updated and kept

11 current for whatever the conditions are as they change.

12 Q Mr.~Urbanik, in staff exhibit 33, the attachment

13 thereto which you have prepared,.you have rated the maps
- O1 cs -

14 and the assumptions and methodology as excellent and/ (.
l all other categories except one as adequate.15

16 Is it fair to state that since those other

.I
.

there's room forg 17 categories are not rated as excellent,
i 2
,

18 improvement in each of those categories?.

!
j 19 A There's room for improvement but I don't
a

! necessarily recommend that that needs to be done. Basically,20
a
f

f 21 it's a reporting requirement. I think the important
Ii
'E

22 areas which are the methodology and the assumptions that

b
%_) 23 went into it were done in an excellent fashion. That would

24 be just largely an exercise to bring the reporting of the

O
25 data that went into ti.at in compliance with what was said

,.
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1 in Revision 1. The difference between adequate and

, _
2 excellent there, I don't think is really of minor concern.,

V
3 For instance, one of the things it suggests is that you.

4,y have a population, rows, that shows all the population

U
S by the NRC' quadrants and everything. There's probably

6 some of that data in other reports. They just didn't

7 put it in that form, for instance. Another thing they

8 didn't do is list.every road segment in a tabular form

9 with their capacity. The value of doing that is marginal

-10 so I don't think that, that doesn't effect the basic

11 numbers that go into the estimate.

12 MR. LANpHER: I have no further questions,

13 Judge Wolf,

i ^

14 0 JUDGE WOLF: Any further questions, Mr. Norton?

15 MR. NORTON: Just one.

16 CROSS-EXAMINATION
8

17 BY MR. NORTON :
!

18 0 I have a feeling it's not going to read well-

:
a

; 19 in the transcript in terms of what you meant to say and
e

| what you did say. You were asked about the differences20
s

between adequate and excellent and you said I don't think21

i
E it's and then you went "Uh" and I think you went on to22

say of minor concgrn and I think the way that will print23

i

out is that you dcn' t think it's of minor concern. Did
24

,
,

1 i

i' ' you mean that the Uifference between excellend and adequate ,

25
t !

,
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was a major concern or not a major concern?

2
r's A The difference between adequate and excellent
!,

3 is a minor concern.

4 MR. NORTON: All right, that's all I have.,

,

5 JUDGE WOLF: Mr. Reynolds?

6 MR. REYNOLDS: No questions.

7 JUDGE WOLF: Mr. Olmstead, any Redirect?

8 MR. OLMSTEAD: No Redirecc.

9 JUDCE WOLF: Mr. Urbanik, you may be excused.

10 (The witness was excused.)

11 MR. REYNOLDS: Mr. Chairman, I have a panel of

12 two witnesses which we would put on at this time.

13 JUDGE WOLF: You may do that.p.

~~~ '
14 MR. LANPHER: Judge Wolf, this is Mr. Lanpher.

15 Can we take maybe 2 minutes?

m JUDGE WOLF: Off the record.

!
17 (Whereupon, a short recess was taken.)

'I
3

) l9

$

.! 20

[ 21

i
t

22

f23

,

24
,-

\ '
25 ;

!

I
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4.1 1 JUDGE FOLF: On the record,

2 Before you gentlemen sit down, would each of youf(r~si
\_ <

3 state your full name and your employment, please?

f-] 4 MR. JOHNSON: My name is James H. Johnson, Jr.,
,V

5 and I am Assistant Professor of Geography at UCLA.

6 MR. ERIKSON: My name is Kai T. Erikson, and I

7 am Professor of Sociology and American Studies at Yale

8 University.
.

9 Whereupon,

10 JAMES H. JOHMSON, JR.

11 KAI T. ERIKSON

called as witnesses before the Board and, haviry been12 were

,- ja f irst duly sworn, were examined and testified as follovs:
> ?

,z,-_. *

14 DIRECT EXAMINATION
.

BY MR. REYNOLDS:15

16 Q Dr. Erikson, do you have in front of you a copy
'

:

j j7 of a document entitled " Testimony of Dr. Kai T. Erikson on
| 2

behalf of Joint Intervenors?"18-

3
.

A (1:ITNESS ERIKSON) I do.; ig

| i
! Q And is that your testimony?20

i a
,

a A Yes, it is.
21

i
: Q Are there any changes or corrections to theg

testimony and attachments thereto?
23

A I would like to add on page 2, line S, anp_ g
I ( )''
| additional sentence, and it would read, since that time, I

i,56.

|

I
-

i

1

I.
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I

4.2 hnve been invited to participate in a workshop on

' 2 psychological stress concerning Three Mile Island, by the, [v}
3 Mitre Corporation, on behalf of the NRC.

(~) Q Okay, could you do that again more slowly, please?4

%j

5 A I can approximate it.

6 Since that time, I have been invited to partici-

7 pate in a workshop on psychological stress at Three Mile

8 Island by the Mitre Corporation on behalf of the Nuclear

9 Regulatory Commission.

10 Q Do you have another change?

11 A Yes. These are very small. On page 6, line 5,

12 the word " phrase" is misspelled. It should be p-h-r-a-s-e-d.

13 And on page eight, line three, the first full

14 sentence on the page ends by ttiking about information on

15 tto matters, and then it is followed by three pieces of

16 information, and the two should be replaced by a three .

$ 17 Q Does that conclude the corrections to your
2

18 testimony?
g

j 19 A Yes, it does.

i,

| E 20 0 And is a copy of your resume attached?
1 x
| s

$ 21 A Yes, it is.

i
| 22 Q And are there any additions or corrections to

-
I

/ )
'

| (j that document?23

A No.24
I (D
'

t, '/

i 25 Q Are the testimony and qualifications true and
1

,

!
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|

4.3 1 correct to the best of your knowledge and belief 7

2 A They are.r ,em.,
L,)

3 Q Dr. Johnson 7

4 A (WITNESS JOHNSON) Yes,<x
k_)

5 Q Do you have in front of you a document entitled

6 " testimony of Dr. James H. Johnson, Jr., on behalf of the

7 Joint Intervenors?

8 A Yes, I do.

9 Q And 13 that your testimony?

10 A Yes, it is.

11 Q Are there any changes or corrections to the

12 testimony and attachments thereto ?

13 A No.

14 Q And are your qualifications or resume -- in your

n; resume attached to that tettimony?

g; A Yes, it is.

:
$ 17 Q And are there any changes or additions to those
:

n3 qualifications ?.

8
.

j 19 A No.

Q Are the testimony and qualifications true and
20

.

correct to the best of your knowledge and belief ?
21

I
A Yes, they are.

22

(,/ Q Mr. Chairman, at this time, I would request that
23

!
the testimony of Dr. Kai Erikson and Dr. James H. Johnson ig

!n!
he bound into the record as if read, and accepted into''

25 ,,

I
;

I

!
l

!
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I 124074*4 evidence.

2 ! JUDGE UOLF: Any objection to the offer?/~ (~';
s_/ |

-

!3 Mr. Olmstead?

fm, 4 MR. OLMSTEAD: No objection.
s_)

5 JUDGE bOLF: Mr. Lanpher? Mr. Brown?

6 MR. BROWN: No, none.

7 JUDGE i.0LF: Mr. Norton?

8 MR. NORTON: None.

9 JUDGE WOLF: Accordingly, the testimony of Dr.

10 James H. Johnson, Jr. will be recsived and bound in the

11 record as if read. Also the testinony of Dr. Kai T. Erikson

12 '<ill be received and bound into the record as if read,

13 (Whereupon, the direct testimony and professionalf3
L/,'

|! 14 qualifications and attachments thereto of Drs. Kai T. Erikson

15 and James H. Johnson, Jr. were bound into the hearing
.

I 16 transcript as ordered)
*

: 17
*

'1 .I:'

j 19

I
j 20

;'

21.

.i
'

22

23

24| fs

'\._)
'

25
|i.

i
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N 1 TESTIMONY OF|
|t \1

| 's' / 2|s
. A

DR. KAI T. ERIKSON
| i

| [^/) 3 ON BEHALF OF JOINT INTERVENORS
' s_

4 JANUARY 19, 1982

5 CONTENTION 1

6|
|

7 i My name is Kai T. Erikson. I have been a Professor of

8 Sociology and American Studies at Yale University since 1966,

9! and Editor of The Yale Review since 1979. I received a B.A.
i

10 | in sociology from Reed College in 1953, and both a M.A. in
i

Il l 1955 and a Ph.D. in 1963 from the University of Chicago. I

12 , held a joint appointment in the Departments of Psychiatry and
I

13 ' Sociology at the University of Pittsburgh from 1959 to 1963,

414
;

and a similar appointment at Emcry University from 1963 to

15 | 1966. I am a Fellow of the American Sociological Association
i

16 i and served as an elected member of its governing Council from

17 1974 to 1977. I am the immediate past President of the

IS |
Eastern Sociological Society, and I was President of the

19 | Society for the snudy of Social Problems in 1970-1971.

20 f In recent years my professional work has focused

21 ' increasingly on human responses to emergencies. Between 1973

22 : and 1976 I did sn intensive study of the Buffalo Creek flood

23 : of 1972, and I wrote a book on the topic which in 1977 won

() 24 the Sorokin Award of the American Sociological Association

25 for the best book written in sociology during the preceding
,

26 year as well as a Nomination for the National Book Award.

27 Since that time I have done a briefer study of the effects of |

23 mercury contamination on an Ojibwa Indian Band in Northwest
i
!



I.,

|

!,mx
( )

1; Ontario, and I have written on general problems of toxic waste'

( ,/ i

2| disposal with particular reference to the situation at Love
im() 3i Canal in upstate New York and on the bombings of Hiroshima and

,

i

4 Nagasaki in 1945. In the past two years I have kept abreasti

i
5' of research dealing with human reactions to the incident at

i

G| Three Mile Island, and I testified on related matters before
!

7, the Licensing Board of the Nuclear Regularoty Commission
!

8I considering a restart of TMI-1. I have lectured widely on the

9| general subject of human emergencies, including the principal

10 ; address to the Red Cross National Convention in Miami,

11 Florida, in 1977. In the course of the various activities
'

12 i described above, I have read a substantial part of the

i i

| 13 i available literature on responses to disaster from both a

| 14 sociological and a psychiatric standpoint.

15 ,
i

16 ! I have recently reviewed three documents relevant to
|

17 | these present proceedings -- the PRC Voorhees Evacuation Times
i

18 | Assessment for the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Phase I
i

19 and Phase II Reports; Chapter Four of the TERA Corporation

20 | report entitled " Earthquake Emergency Planning at Diablo
!

21 Canyon"; and the San Luis Obispo County Nuclear Power Plant

22 ' Emergency Response Plan, revision B (October, 1981).

23 The main burden of my testimony is that the three

k/n) 21 documents, taken together, do not constitute an adequate

25 emergency plan for response in the event of a serious accident

8 26 at the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, particularly if the
!

27 accident were of a sort to require large-scale evacuation, j

2S The documents outline in quite some detail how an evacuation

- 2-
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i

j

!

[ ..h 1| could be managed if everyone involved were to behave in the
\ / i
''

2| expected manner. To that extent, they describe what is''

('') 3 technically and logistically possible.
\~s

4 But it is my opinion that those documents need to be

5I supplemented by additional information on the social and

6 psychological dispositions of the human actors who play a part

7 in the various scenarios, because once we have estimates as to

8 how rapidly people could evacuate the danger zone, we then

9 need further estimates as to how people are likely to behave
i

!

10 | in fact. Without these further estimates, confidence in the
:

11 | feasibility of evacuation as a means to protect the public may

12 f be misplaced.
!

13 i I submit that tw: additional kinds of information are

8 14 necessary to an adequate emergency plan.

15 First, any accident serious enough to require evacuation

16 ! cf the area surrounding the power plant is likely to be
I

17 traumatic for a number of local residents, and final emergency

18 ,| plans should take into account what has been learned in other
i

19 | crisis situations about the way people typically respond to
i

20 | moments of severe stress. I cannot deal now with the full
!

21 | range of social and psychological reactions described in the

22 ; available studies, but I would like to note three that may be

23 ' of particular relevance here.

/ !

(m) ,,l | There are good reasons to suppose that crisis situations-

20 involving the risk of radiation or some other form of

8 26 ; contamination are different from the typical run of natural

27 disasters and human accidents. Most emergencies, wnether they

2d result from acts of God (such as floods, storms, earthquakes)

-3- |
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([
s

\ l! or acts of men (such as accidental explosions or deliberate
) !

s / o e bombings), have a clear beginning and a clear ending. SoonerN '- -

i

g-) 3' or later the flood waters recede, the winds abate, the smoke
bi

4' clears, the bombers leave; an "all clear" is sounded both

0 literally and figuratively to indicate that the incident is
;

6| over and the source of danger gone. But when an invisible

7 threat hangs in the air or is lodged in the tissues of the

8| body for an indeterminate amount of time, and the survivors
9 have no sure way of knowing how much damage has been done or

I

10 : is yet to be done, the event is never quite over. The cause
!

11 for alarm never quite disappears. This has been the

12 | situation, for example, in such diverse places as Hiroshima

13 and Nagasaki, Seveso, Minamata, the Love Canal, certain

4 14 | districts of Northwest Ontario, and Three Mile Island -- all
i

15 of them places where residents have reason to fear that they

16 ! (and maybe even children yet unborn) have been contaminated in
f

17 one way or aucther. Events of that kind often provoke a

18 | deeper and more lasting form of anxiety.
19 There are also good reasons to suppose that a substantial

i I

20 ; number of people who are exposed to an immediate peril will'

21 over-react in the sense that they will evacuate before being

oo I
-- ! advised to, will move longer distances than advised, and, in

f

general, will respond to their own feelings of alarm by doing. , . ,
"

24 more than is required and doing it earlier than is required.^

| (m -) ,

I,

o0 This tendency has been noted in many different emergencies and j-
.

II oiI , has been called " hyper-vigilance," "the counter-disaster !-

,!

syndrome," "the evacuation shadow phenomenon," and so on. At !
,,_

'
i i

|

09 ] the same time, however, it is also likely that an.cther
;

|
!

--

,,

| -4- |
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| X 1 substantial number of exposed people with under-react, for one
t : .

2! ver/ common reaction to moments of crisis is to become'-

(~') 3 ! immobilized, to go numb, to freeze. This tendency has also
v

4 been noted in many different emergencies and has been called

5 "the disaster syndrome," " psychic numbing," and so on. It is

Gj my opinion that both of these tendencies, but especially the
1

7i tendency to over-react, becomes sharper when radiation or some
I

8| other contaminant is involved because people do not know what

9 ! the dangerous substance looks like or feels like, how far it

10 ! can reach out into the countryside, or how long its effects
!

11 | can last. Many more people evacuated the regions around Three
.

12 Mile Island than were advised to, for example, and those who

4
13 did so drove many more miles on the ;verage than was

!
14 ' necessary.

i |
15 And there are good reasons to suppose, finally, that |

16 , people who are expected to play helping roles in an evacuation
!

17 i and who also are members of families will be in a situation of
i

18 ! very marked conflict if an emergency is declared. To say that
:

19 i there will be conflict is not to say that we know in advance
!

20 | how everyone will resolve it, but I would regard it as a

21 matter of everyday common sense that a number of emergency

22 workers will first go home to tend their children in the event

23 of a crisis no matter what commitments they have elsewhere,

(~) 21 and they will do so because they feel, as is the case with
u.-

25 parents everywhere, that their major responsibility is to

8 20 attend the needs of their own offspring. A sociologist has no

27 professional warrant to call such behavior instinctual '

|
2S ' (although the great majority of biologists and psychiatrists j

! -5- '

,
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| N 1; would probably do so), but he is certainly in a position to
i J i

''# 2 point out that many research studies have found people

(') 3 reluctant to turn to emergency duties until such time as they
x_-

4 have been reassured about the safety of their families. This

5! general finding was phrasd well by James Cornell:
(
.

6i First, the basic unit or human life -- the
! family -- emerges as the single most

7| important force influencing behavior.
Survivors rapidly turn their own anxiety into

S,l concern for their kin. A person's first
| regard is for saving family members, often at

9 the expense of other victims or oneself.
i

Even officials charged with the safety of an
10 | entire community find their first allegiance

,

11 |
is to their family. As Ralph Linton has
written, "In Gotterdammerung. .the last man.

,

will spend his last hours searching for his
12 |; wife and child."

l

13 Any evacuation plan that takes for granted the readiness of

4 14 local emergency workers to report for duty, regardless of

15 other family obligations, runs a high -- and in my opinion
I

16 unacceptable -- risk of failure.j

i

17 i
!

18 The second kind of information I would regard as

19 ! necessary for an adequate emergency plan is data on the
|

20 ! attitudes and outlooks of the people who are expected to

21 evacuate in the event of a crisis or who are expected to aid

22 ' in the evacuation effort itself. A number of assumptions

23 have been made throughout the three documents I have reviewed

() 24 ' about the way in which people will behave if an evacuation is
v

25 ordered, and some of the most important of those assumptions ;g

8 27

1

26 could be examined in greater detail by a survey of the i
!

relevant population. The technology for such a study is !
)

2S every bit as accessible as that for the kinds of estimates i

;

, - 6-
1 |
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[mh, 1, already undertaken. Here, in a rough order of priority, are
( / j'~~' 2 some of the assumptions that concern me:;

!

(} 3| The documents (or " plan") assume that emergency workers

'I who reside within the danger zone can be counted on to report

5| for duty whether or not their own families have assembled and
\

6 evacuated, and this assumption is problematic for all of the

7! reasons noted above. It may be reasonable to take for
!

8| granted that officers from the California Highway Patrol and
i

9 i County Sheriff's Office, as well as physicians and nurses and
!

10 ' other medical personnel, will report as expected. But a very

11 ; large number of other people figure in the plan as well --
i

12 ' people to drive school busses and the rest of the available
i

13 j, fleet, people to staff the communication centers and conduct

4I'l! telephonic surveys, people to monitor the spread of radiation

15 i and set up check points of one kind or another and work with

16 decontamination teams, people to drive ambulances and
i

17 wreckers and whatever other vehicles are brought into play to

18 transport the disabled and to move public address systems

19 ; from place to place, people to repair roadr and erect

I20 barricades and maintain care centers and handle necessary
i

! 21 ' food and water supplies and, in general, carry out the

22 hundreds of other tasks that might, in a real emergency, be

I 23 required. As things presently stand, we have no way of
i

() 2I' knowing what all of those people are likely to do in the
v

25 event of a serious crisis (although it may be instructive to

|
26 notice that many of the emergency workers who are expected to ;

2I aid evacuation if yet another accident should strike Three |
|

2S Mile Island -- fire fighters and bus drivers among them -- !
I

i
~



a

;'

i

i
i

/o\ l have let it be known that rheir families would come first).
i'

' ' ' 2 A carefully designed and carefully conducted study could
I

/~N, 3| provide valuable information on two matters: (a) how the
LJ

4|| people of San Luis Obispo County who may be called upon for
!

5| emergency duty feel about those prospects, (b) what
!

6| proportion of the emergency work force has family obligations
I t

I

7|
that might prove to be a source of conflict. and (c) what

8| actions the emergency workers intend to.take in the event a
,

9I serious accident occurs.
|

10 ! The plan also assumes that emergency workers who reside
i

11 |l
outside the danger zone will move into it if asked to do so,

12 |
and that assumption, too, is problematic. Police and medical

13 | personnel from elsewhere in the county could presumably be ;4 14 !
i,

relied upon, but it is quite another matter to take forr

l !
15 granted that everyone else who makes up the emergency work

16 | force --truck drivers, heavy equipment operators, laborers,
i

17 | volunteer firemen -- will be willing to leave places of

i
18 ' relative safety and expose themselves to hazard, especially |

19 if they are expected to arrive equipped wth dosimeters,
!

! 20 ! iodine blocking pills, protective gear of one kind or
!

21 another, and other reminders that the work they are about to

| 22 do may prove very dangerous indeed. It is worth noting,
i
'

23 ' moreover, that emergency workers who live a few miles outside
i

24 the perimeter of the danger zone may not feel confident that()
25 their families are safe and hence they may engage in

,

8 26 , evacuation efforts themselves. That is roughly what happened
'

,

27 at Three Mile Island, and careful testing of the local
|

2S /// ;i

1 .

'
'

] -3- :
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1 i
.

population could sharpen our estimate as to whether it might 1

i
' q i

\/ '

| happen in San Luis Obispo County as well.-

3
/''; The plan further assumes that parents of school-age
C/

'l ! children will be willing to evacuate without first-hand
i

i

a{ reassurances that their offspring are being safely conveyed
I

6 out of the area, and that is problematic as well. It mayj

I turn out that the residents of the cour.ty will feel very

D| comfortable with this arrangement, but given what social

9, scientists have learned about the closeness of family ties
i
!10 and the anxieties most parents have concerning the safety of

11 their children, it would seem foolhardy to take that view for

12 granted. And if fair number of parents admit upon |
.

13 questioning, as I would expect them to, that they might be

4I'I|
i

!

very tempted to drive to the school themselves, then there
i

15 would be substantially more traffic on the roads than the

16
'

present estimates allow for.

l.-'i The plan assumes, in addition, that residents will not
i

I18 ' only believe the warnings they receive but will follow the
!

| 19 | directives given them by local officials, and both of those

|
I

o0 assumptions should be regarded as problematic until such time|

I i
| 01 as more information is available. Whether or not the-

.

oo
agencies that might be in a position to issue warnings are--

o. ,

", viewed as credible by county residents should be fairly easy

T 24 ' to ascertain. Whether or not local officials can reasonably['/x_ 1
!o-

d expect their instructions to be followed, however, may be |

8o6
i

somewhat more complicated. For example, for people who are j-

' '

o'- directed to take shelter, the impulse to travel to the spot !|
|
| oQ l 1

]
where one's family is located will be great, no matter what-'

! ; ,

| -9-
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/ \ l! the risk of exposure on the way. Or, as another example, in
( ) !

\s / 2; the event of staged or partial evacuation, the impulse to
I

i

(~j') 3| leave may be a hard one to overcome for a number of people who
x t

4! are not asked to evacuate. This was demonstrated during the

5} TMI accident when a substantially greater percentage of the

6 population evacuated than was advised to do so.
i

7j The plan assumes, finally, that vehiclar traffic will j

8) drain out of the danger zone in " preferred evacuation

9 directions," and that assumption needs to be reviewed along
;

!10 with the athers discussed here. For one thing, the plans

11 , calls for some traffic to move toward the power plant for at

12 |, least a short time (as is the case, for instance, when
i

13 evacuees from Arroyo Grande are asked to travel north on

|
14 | State 227 before veering east on U.S. 101), and there is no .

l !

15 j consideration given to the possibility that people will balkI

4

16 ' at being ordered to take what may seem at first to be an i

17 | illogical and perhaps even dangerous route. Moreover, the

i 18 plan assumes that drivers will have no other object in mind
;

| 19 ! than to vacate the danger zone along the given roads, but it |

| 20 | is likely that some of them will have particular destinations
1

21 ' in mind -- the home of a relative or friend, say. If, for

| 22 ; either of those reasons, vehicles enter the road network

23 moving in the " wrong" direction or cause congestion at
|

'

| (') 24 S intersections in an effort to do so, the evacuation of the
v

25 area might very well be adversely affected.

S26 i.>-i
' It is my opinion, then, that a social and psychological ;'

|
| ')S profile of the local population should be undertaken by an {
l !

) - 10 -
.
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1) able research organization, for if any of the assumptions '

!
described above turn out to be unwarranted by even a small ;

3 margin, then the time estimates on which the plan now reliesO I
1V 'l l would have to be revised. The plan is full of detail, but
t

5| whether or not it is capable of implementation depends to a
i

6: very large extent on the attitudes and intentions and
In

i emotional reflexes of the human beings charged with carryingd

8! it out. If it is incapable of implementation, then simple
1

9 logic dictates that it will provide no real protection to the

10 ' public.

11 The actual character of the study being proposed here
i

!12 would have to be outlined in greater detail than these
;

| 13 circumstances (or my competencies) permit, but it is
| ! !

I 11; reasonable to presume that it would take the form of a !

| | |

15 | questionnaire instrument administered to a random sample of
I i

j 16 ; the " relevant" population - " relevant," for these purposes,

i

18 ; meaning those people who are expected to take part in any
|

1

18 | evacuation and those people who are expected to serve as

19 emergency workers in the process.

20 | Such a survey would serve two purposes. It would prove
t

21 invaluable as a supplement to the present emergency plan, and

22 the information it could supply would help immensely in
i

i

23 whatever programs of public information are being

| 24 contemplated for the area.(q >s .,5 Thank you. An abbreviated resume is attached. I
I

-

'

2
,
,

1

! - 11 -
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Kai T. Erikson,

| Department of Sociology Born in Vienna, Austria, 1931

l (~% Yale University U.S. citisen (derivative, 1937)
(sl New Haven, Connecticut Married, two children

EDUCATION

1949-1950 University of California, Berkeley
t

| 1950-1953 Road College (B.A.) .

,

1953-1955 University of chicago (h.A.)

; 1957-1963 University of Chicago (Ph.D.)

POSITIONS

1954-1955 Research Fellow, Fknily Study . Center, University of
iChicago

,

1

1955-1957 Social Science Technician, Valter Reed Army Institute
of Research, Washington, D.C. (while on active duty
with U.S. Army)

,

1959-1963 Instructor to Assistant Professor, Departments of
Psychiatry and Sociology, University of Pittsburgh ,

1963-1966 Associate Professer, Departments of Psychiatry and
Sociology, Enory University

1966- Associate Professor to Professor, Department of
Sociology and American Studies Program, Yale
University

|

1968-1969 Fellow, Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral
Sciences Stanford, California

|

1969-1973 Master, Trumbull College, Yale University (Chair,
Council of Masters, 1970-1973)-

1973-1974 Visiting Professor, Department of Sociolcgy, University
of New Mexico

3
1974-1977 Chair American Studies Program, Yale University

1979- Editer, The Yale Review

.

__
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6 SELECED FUBLICATIONS

13
'' Books

Wayward Puritans: A Study in the Sociolery of Deviance (New
York: John Wiley,1966)

Everythine in Its Path: Destruction of Con = unity in the
Buffalo Creek Flcod (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1976)

English edition entitled In the Vake of the Flood
(London: Geor6e Allen & Unwi.n,1979)

Articles

"The Confirnation of the Delinquent," Chicaco Review, Winter
Issue, 1957 (with Erik H. Erikson)

" Patient Role and Social Uncertainty: A Dilemma of the Mentally
Ill," Psychiatry, 20:263-27a, 1957 .

4 "Be Functions of Deviance in Groups," Social P-oblems, 7:98-
107, 1959 (with Robert A. Dentler)

"Inpressions of Soviet Psychiatry: Some Travel Notes "
Psychiatric Connunications, 5: 1-12, 1962

" Notes on the Sociology of Deviance," Social Froblems, 9:307-
314, 1962

"A Return to Zero," American Scholar, 36:134-146, 1966

"A Connent en Disguised Observatien in Sociology," Social
Problems, 14: 366-373, 1967

" Case Records in the Mental Hospital," in Stanton Wheeler.
|

editor, On Record: Files and Dossiers in American Life (New
|

Ycrk: Russell Sage, 19e9) (with Daniel J. Gilbertson)

" Sociology and the Historial Perspective," American Sociolcrist,
5:331-333, 1970

O)
"Sociolcgy: That Awkward Age," Social Problems, 19:431-436, 1972

1 %,
1 " Introduction," In Search of Ccenen Ground: Ccnversations with

Erik H. Eriksen and Huey P. Newten (New York: Ncrton, 1973)

" Loss of Communality on Buffalo Creek," A=erican Journal ofi

Psychiatry, 133:302-306, 1976-

l .
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8 SELECED FUBLICATIONS (continued)

O "Cn Teaching Sociology," New Encland Sociolecist, 1: 3540. 1979

Book Reviews
/

American Journal of Sociology j

American Scholar |

A=erican Sociological Review |
Conte =porary SocioloEy !

New York Times Book Review '

Transaction
Yale Law Journal j

;

i

HCNCRS

McIver Award, American Sociological Accociation, 1967

Sorckin Award .American Sociological Association, 1977
'

i i

l
,

FRCFESSIONAL MEGERSHIFS
.

! American Sociological Association ~(Chair, Connittee on Professicnal
Ethics, 1971-1973; Council, 1974-1977; Connittee on Executive Cffice

| and Budget, 1978-1981) i
t

Society for the Study of Social Problems (President, 1970-1971) |
|

Eastern Sociolc6 cal Society (President, 1980-1981) I
1

i

l
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/''h 1, TESTIMONY OF
A! \ \

kM 2 DR. JAMES H. JOHNSON, JR.I

(~N 3: ON BEHALF OF JOINT INTERVENORS\.)
4 JANUARY 19, 1982

5 CONTENTION 1

6

7 My name is James H. Johnson, Jr. I am an Assistant

8 Professor of Geography at UCLA. I received a B.S. degree in

9 geography from North Carolina Central University in 1975, a

10 M.S. in 1977 from the University of Wisconsin at Madison, and

11 a Ph.D. in 1980 from Michigan State University. I specialize

12 ' in urban-social geography, survey design, and sampling

e'' 13 techniques. My primary research interests are social and '

i
t' ) 14 spatial disparities within cities, migration, and environ-
)m/

i 15 mental conflict.

16 ! Much of my research in the area of environmental conflict
I
i

17 i has focused on issues pertaining to nuclear power. In 1978, I

18 , completed a study of the locational conflict surrounding the

19 | proposed siting of a nuclear waste disposal facility in|
|

| 20 northeastern Michigan. In 1979, I co-authored (with

|
'

21 Professors Stanley D. Brunn and Donald J. Zeigler) a report on
!

22 I a social survey of Three Mile Island (TMI) area residents,

23 ; which was conducted within one month of the nuclear accident.
I

(_'') 24 Along with Professors Brunn and Zeigler, I also co-authored an

25 article entitled " Evacuation From a Nuclear Technological
|

26 Disaster," which describes both the TMI study and its findings

2. . regarcing evacuation. (That article, which appeared in the
i .

28 ///

|
,
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|

[~'h 1! January, 1981 issue of The Geograohical Review, is attached to
( ) !

's _/ 2| this testimony.) We conducted a follow-up survey of TMI area
i

3j residents in 1980, but we have yet to complete the analyses on

4 that data. A copy of my curriculum vitae is attached.
|

5 I have been asked to summarize briefly the results of

6 that part of our TMI report which dealt with evacuation and to

7 comment in light of our findings at TMI on certain of the

g evacuation plans developed for the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power
!

9 Plant.

10 t The accident at TMI near Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, on
!

11 March 28, 1979, provided the first opportunity for an

12 ! empirical examination of the evacuation process in the

aftermath of an unexpected and unprecedented nuclear accident

8
13 j

14 and near disaster. As geographers, the primary objectives of

15 ; our study were to (1) identify the spatial and temporal
i

16 dimension of evacuation behavior among TMI area residents; andi

I
i

17 ' (2) develop a conceptual model of evacuation-decision making
i

18 | in response to a nuclear accident. Because our study offered
;

19 i an accurate and comprehensive assessment of evacuation

|
20 ' behavior in a case study context -- the first such assessment

21 for a nuclear power plant accident -- our findings should be

22 ! useful in the development of evacuation plans for nuclear

23 power plants throughout the United States.

') 24 The significant findings of our study can be summarized
('1t !

25 ' as follows:

8 271

26 (1) At TMI, the official evacuation advisory caused

departure from a much larger area than was originally

28 , intended or called for by the advisory. If only the
!

-2-
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('"'N 1 persons advised to evacuate had left the area, the number

( )
i ,/ 2 of evacuees would have been limited to the estimated'

rx 3 2,500 pre-school children and pregnant women within a
( )
v

4 five-mile radius of the plant. But instead an estimated

5 144,000 persons, or 39 percent of the total population,

6 evacuated their homes in the area as far as fifteen miles
|

7j from the plant. We describe this tendency to evacuate by

8 people outside the designated zone of evacuation as the

9i evacuation shadow chenomenon.
|

10 (2) The evacuation from TMI is the longest on

11 record. Our study revealed that the evacuees fled a

12 i median distance of 85 miles. Most chose destinations
|

13 north and west of the crippled reactor. This strong

8 14 directional bias appears to reflect a preference for a

la site upwind from the plant, a psychological attraction to
i

16 the mountains in time of danger, and a reluctance to

17 select a destination in the more densely populated
i

18 ; metropolitan areas to the east.

19 (3) The majority (81 percent) of the evacuees stayed

20 ; with relatives and friends. Few people used the

!
21 | evacuation shelter at Hershey, Pennsylvania, in all

i

22 probability because of the perceived social stress of
i

23 ! living in mass quarters and of the perceived locational
i

24 ! stress of residing at a site so close (ten miles) to the(-}is
25 |

|
threatening reactor. The maximum number of persons who

8
26 used the shelter in one day was estimated at only 180.

27 ///
!

2S ' ///
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7 ~y 1| What are the implications of these findings for

( ) I

( f 2; evacuation planning at Diablo Canyon? In an attempt to answer

3. this question, I reviewed the following documents:
(.,) !

4| (1) Evacuation Times Assessment for Diablo Canyon Nuclear'#

5 Power Plant, Phase I and II, prepared for Pacific Gas and

6 ! Electric Company, by Alan M. Voorhees and Associates,

7 Berkeley, California, April and September, 1980.

8 (2) San Luis Obispo County Nuclear Power Plant Emergency
I

9 Response Plan, Draft Plan Revision B, prepared by the San Luis

10 ! obispo County office of Emergency Services, October, 1981.
|

11 | (3) " Evacuation Times Estimates," Chapter 4 in Earthquake
!

12 | Emergency Planning at Diablo Canyon, prepared by the TERA

i
13 ! Corporation, September, 1981.

14 I am of the opinion that the evacuation times estimates

15 derived in these studies are likely to be grossly

16 i underestimated, in large part because each fails to consider
i

i

17 | and allow for any of the findings of our TMI study discussed
!

18 I above, including the directional bias of the evacuees, the

19 distances traveled by them, and, most importantly, the

20 ! evacuation shadow phenomenon. Although the evacuation shadow

21 |' may not be a major consideration in evacuation planning for

22 natural hazards, it is especially critical in planning for
!
!23 future nuclear accidents precisely because the geographical
1

24 scope of an invisible danger such as ionizing radiation is-3
( )
'~'

25 ; difficult for public officials and private citizens to
i

'

26 ' determine. Studies by Paul Slovic and others of Decisions

27 | Research in Eugene, Oregon have shown that the risks |

28 associated with nuclear power evoke greater feelings of dread

-4-
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l

[''N 1 than any other activities except terrorism and warfare. In

( I

v_/ 2; planning for evacuation from a nuclear disaster, it can,

!
rN 3, therefore, be projected that any order to evacuate will cause
L-]

4|j the departure of residents not only from the designated zone,

5 but also from its peripheries. The planning process should

6 accommodate responses from the two areas. No such
I

7i accommodation or consideration appears in any of the documents
|

8i which I have reviewed regarding Diablo Canyon. For example,
|

9; the concept of staged or partial evacuation to reduce
I

10 congestion during evacuation seems questionable in light of

11 1 the evacuation shadow phenomenon observed at TMI.
!

12 ' The plans also assume the willingness of the evacuees to
I

13 | follow orders concerning the direction of evacuation, the

8 14 '
I

evacuation routes, and the evacuation destinations. As

15 , described above, however, this assumption is not borne out by
I
I

16 our studv at TMI, which showed, for example, that the evacuees

I
17 stayed at the homes of relatives and friends rather than

i 18 utilizing designated shelters and that their evacuation
|

19 destinations reflect the influence of other subjective
|

| 20 | factors, such as a strong directional bias, a psychological

21 attraction to the mountains, and a reluctance to select a

22 j destination in the more densely populated metropolitan areas.

23 The failure to consider these kinds of factors in the Diablo
i

f^') 24 ! Canyon plans raises doubt in my mind about the accuracy of
i'-

,

1 25 their evacuation times estimates.

8 26
i

To accommodate the evacuation shadow phenomenon and |

27 related factors in the evacuation plans for the Diablo Canyon

2S Nuclear Power Plant, a survey should be designed and a profile j
i !
'

I
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('''x 1: of the population residing within a fifty-mile radius of the
( ) |
\_,/ 3 plant should be taken. Specifically, the survey instrument

'

(m, 3i should be designed to gather the following types of data or
(-) |

1- information about the population:

5 (1) socioeconomic and demographic characteristics

6 (e .g . , race or ethnicity, age and sex structure, family

|
7i size, occupation, education, automobile ownership, etc.);

8 (2) daily activity patterns (neighboring and other

9| interaction patterns, including journeys to work, school,
!

10 recreation, shopping, medical care, and church);
i

11 (3) images, attitudes, and beliefs about (a) nuclear
!

lo , oower, (b) disasters, and (c) the agencies involved in
i

13 the implementation of evacuation plans; and

81,1 (4) decision-making in response to hypothetical

15 i nuclear disasters of various magnitudes.
i

16 j Previous research on both natural and man-made disasters,

17 including our own study of the TMI accident, indicates that
i

18 ; this kind of information may influence evacuation decision-

19 | making and, therefore, that it should be considered and
!

20 utilized in developing evacuation plans.

21 The results of such a survey, combined with data on the

33 institutional population and the physical characteristics at

! the area, should then be used as a basis for intelligent33
'

31 decision-making. Specifically, the data could be utilized to
{^j)

.

describe the population and settlement geographies of the
u

i

33 (a)

36 ]
potentially affected area; (b) determine the transportation'

07 ' routes that would be most suitable for evacuation; (c)
i

|

| 2S establisn optimal locations for evacuation shelters; (d)
| ||
| 1 - 6- !
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i

/'"'N 1 predict the movement patterns of evacuees in order to regulate
( \ !

'\ sl the mass evacuation of an area; (e) plan for the delivery of2
i

3 emergency services and supplies in the evacuation field; (f);
1| create networks for the communication of disaster information

5 and for the delivery of services in the zone of evacuation;

and (g) identify the locations that would be most difficult to6,

7 evacuate because of physical constraints, personal immobility,

3; or attitudinal resistance.

I
In conclusion, I believe it is unlikely that the current

9|t
,

10 evacuation plans for Diablo Canyon will work, primarily

11 because they fail to incorporate our findings regarding

12 population evacuation behavior during the TMI accident.

Principally, the existence of the evacuation shadow phenomenon

8
13 ;

14 could increase congestion along evacuation routes and
i

15 ' significantly increase the time it takes to evacuate a

16 designated area. The alternative approach outlined above,

17 | which incorporates in the planning process a broad range of

18 social, economic, demographic, attitudinal, and physical

19 , factors unique to the area and its population, is likely to
!

20 provido a basis both for more accurate evacuation times

21 ' estimates and more effective evacuation plans to be utilized

33 | in efforts to protect the public in the event of a serious
i

33 : accident at the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant.

f') 21
v

25

8 26
t

|
:

27
:

2S |
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EVACUATION FROM A NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGICAL
DISASTER *

.

DONALD j. ZEICLER STANLEY D. BRUNN, and J AMES II.JOllNSON JR.
'

*

,

.
_

unique peacetime technological disaster occurred in northeastern United
_

"

,

States in the spring of 1979: an accident in a nuclear-generating plant.
Because of the proliferation of nuclear power plants throughout the

.

world, the possibility of comparable disasters elsewhere increases. We chose..

to examine one aspect of the 1979 American disaster: evacuation of the affected
population. The nuclear accident at Three N1ile Island (Thil) near Harrisburg,

8'
' Pennsylvania, on Wednesday, Nlarch 28,1979. <!ramatically emphasized the

need to broaden the range of evacuation studies to include technological dis-
asters, particularly ones of nuclear origin. The crisis at Three N1ile Island pro-
vided the first opportunity for an empirical examination of the evacuation pro-
cess in the aftermath of.m unexpected and unprecedented nuclear disaster. We
used it as a case study in order to seek a foundation for geographical research
in the nascent field of evacuation behavior and planning in response to tech-
nological disasters. Our objectives are to identify the spatial and temporal di-
mensions of evacuation behavior among Thil residents, to offer a conceptual
model of evacuation-decision making in response to a nuclear disaster, and to

m .-, -- r.. S.w w , suggest the role for geographers in evacuation planning. Because of the unique-
.

ness of the case study, we offer generalizations and models to explain the
decision-making process for nuclear evacuation not as definitive conclusions
but rather as hypotheses for future studies.

Joseph lians and Thomas Sell compiled a list of more than 500 natural and
' technological disasters that required evacuation during the period 19o0 to 1973.'

Their figures indicated that an average of almost 90,000 persons per year were
forced to evacuate their homes because of hurricanes, floods, train derailments,

**

5 -

_

* We thank Cyula Pauer, director of the Cartography Laboratory, University of Kentusky for ten-
structing the graphits.
' Joseph M. Ilans it. and Thomas C. Sell, Evacuation Risk -An Es atuation (Las Vegas, Nev.: U.S.O (
Environmental Protection Acency,1**U. pp.101-153.

O Da. Zuctttt is an assistant protessor of geogra;+ at O!d Dominion University.

8
e

Norfolk. Virginia 2330S. Da 3RUNN i% a professor t geography at the University of
Kentucky, Leungton. Kentucky 4030n. Dit jolisv a is an assistant prciessor of geog-
raphy at the Unn ersity et Cahiomta. Los Ange' .s. Canforma WO24.
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involving toxic chemicals, and other types of disaster. Evacuations from tech-
nological disasters accounted for only one-fourth of the incidents listed by
Hans and Sell. In terms of affected area and population each technological

'

incident lacked the large-scale effect that characterized natural disasters.8 Part-
ly because of this limited scope of impact, study of evacuation from techno-
logical disaster has been neglected. Such evacuation has traditionally been *

$--jpgJg: fay |p.j viewed as a mechanistic problem, merely a question of logistics. In this article
'

'] we hope to advance understanding of individual behavioral patterns during.. ,

evacuation from a technological accident. This understanding will allow public
officials and planners to base emergency-evacuation designs on documented

,

behavioral responses rather than on assumptions derived from the experience
of evacuations from natural disasters.

The data for this study, hereafter referred to as the hiichigan State Univer-
.

sity (NISU) study, were obtained from a survey questionnaire mailed to a strat-
ilied random sample of 300 households in south central Pennsylvania approx-
imately one month after the accident at Thti. The sample included 17S
households within fifteen miles of the plant and 122 households in Carlisle,

,, Duncannon, and Lancaster, three communities beyond the fifteen-mile radius-

that we chose to include in the sample. Of the 267 questionnaires that reached

8~,,'...,-
their destinations,150 were completed and returned, a response rate of So

,

b .

percent. A detailed description of the survey design and a copy of the ques-
tionnairc appear in the final report on the Thil incident that we published

- ebewhere.' In this article we make reference to two other surveys of Thil area
residents, although the final results of each survey are yet to be published.
One survey was conducted by hiountain West Research for the Nuclear Reg-
ulatory Commission (NRC), and the second was done by a group of geogra-
phers at Rutgers University.'

These three Thil studies provide the basis for examining the emergency-
planning process in general and evacuation planning in particular. hiethoC of

,,,a.,3. . . . ,..
- . .

hrry Estill Moore and others, Before the Wind: A Study of the Response to !!urricane Carla.4

%stcr Studu No.19 (Wa<.hmnton, D. Ca !Jational Academy of cciences National Research Coun-
:L P%3); Thome '. E. Drabek, Soaal Processes in Disaster: l'amily Oncuation, ScaaII'roblcms, Vol

w P' A pp 3b349; E. M Beck, Communicatmn m Crisn: Explainmg Evacuation Symbolically,
Cro. etams Researrir, Vol. 2,1975, pp. 24-49; Earl J. Baker, Fredictmg Response to ifurricane
Wa.: e n t A Reanalysis of Data from Four Studms, Ata,s Emereenoes. Vol 4.1u79, pp 9-20 and
Ron..H V. Perrv, Evacuation Decision-Makmg m Nataral Disasters, At.rss Emer;<ncicc, Vol 1,147%

.

pp 2 -- 31
u y D. Urunn, James it Johnson Ir., and Donald J. Zeig!ct, final Report nn a Sortal Suney' 5: c

of Three Mile Island Area Re .idents (East Lansing, Nbch.: Mnhigan State University, Department
et Geography.197m, pp.19-23.
* Mountam West Research, Inc., Three Mile Island Telephone Survey: Prehmmary Report on Pro-
cedures and fmdmgs by Cynthia H. Flynn, prepared for the Nudear Regulatory Commission

/O (Washmgton, D. C.: U.S. Government Prmtmg Othte,1979; Mountam West Research, Inc., with '

(/ %cial impact Research,Inc., The Soaal and Economie Litects of the Acadent at ihree Mile Island
by C)nthia D Ilynn and lames A. (.halmers, prepared for the Nudear Regulatory Commisswn
(Washmeton. O C.: U.S. Government Prmtmg Gehce, IWU); md Kent Barnes. fames Urosms.
Susan Cutter, and James Mitchell, Responses at impatted Populations to the Ihree Mi e Islandt

8
,

Nuticar Reattor .bcident An inittal Assessment, Dm user P.ycr No 13 (New Brunswu k. N. l..
Ruteers Unn ersny, Department of Geography,197W. The NRC study was condated by telepr'onc
m July and August of 1974, and the Rutects study was based en a que*.tionnaire mailed m Atml
of T9 In general the results of the M5U. NRC. and Nutzers studies are mutua!!v -uppor ne:
maior differences are in the conceptuahzation and the spatial anaMis of evacuatio.. t'enavior and
dcasion makmg. tepics that are most tuHy develeped m the M$U report.

.
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.

coping with the consequences of nuclear disasters are certain to attract consid-
erably more interest than they have to date for several reasons. The Tht! acci-

(V)
dent demonstrated that " societies using nuclear power today must accept major
accidents not only as a theoretical possibility of no practical consequence, but*

as a risk to include in actual planning."5 The results of state and nationwide
opinion polls conducted since the accident at Thil indicate that supporters of. s

nuclear power, though now insisting on higher safety standards, still outnum-
'

ber persons who oppose it." Nuclear-generating facilities in the short run, at
- ' ' , '

least, will probably continue to operate and to proliferate. Of the existing and
,

,- .

P anned reactors in the United States,85 percent are sited within sixty miles
_

lw. a,;. ri.mu.wsd
~ of a metropolitan core and thus cast a nuc! car threat over a large proportwn of

the population in the muntry.7

~ f . | -- ,' EVACUATION-DEC!s!ON h1AKING*

;.

Our study of the Three hiile Island evacuation was one of the first attempts
to document the process of evacuation under the threat of a severe technological
disaster. We designed the questionnaire to ascertain whether the respondent
evacuated and to identify the factors that influenced the decision. The results

,.
of the survey indicate ihat 53 percent of the population within twelve miles
of Th11 evacuated, while only 9 percent beyond this limit left their homes.

..
.

We propose a tentative model of the evacuation decision-making process and
'' ' ' the spatial outcome of those decisions (Fig.1). The first question posed was

8~~ .
' .,- whether even to consider evacuation; 21 percent of the sample never considered

Y '3 this question. The remainder considered evacuation, but only 31 percent of the;

sample decided to evacuate. Several external constraints on the flow of deci-f- ' "
sions existed. Some potential evacuees were undoubtedly dissuaded from leav-

~ ing by temporal (when), spatial (where), and operational (how) constraints.
.

.
The relaticnships in the diagram should thus be interpreted to present a syrtem-

of interlocking decisions rather than a series of unrelated options. Further re-
r.carch on evacuations from nuclear and other technological disasters may sug-
gest revision and refinement of the decision-making model and, perhaps c.en
more importantly, may help to identify the critical factors that influence the
decision-making process.m . . s-.r e s -,

Two spatially distinct population groups were identified on the basis of
their reaction to the Th11 incident. One group, composed of individuals who
remained in their usual place of residence during the crisis, may be called the
residual population: the other group, comprising the individuals who de-
parted, is the redistributed populatien or evacuees. The N1SU study found no

,

statistically significant differences between these two groups in terms cd oc-
- cupation, income, age of household head, length of residence in scath central

Pennsylvania, and political ideology. Similarly the NRC study found that dif-,

ferences in income, education, and occupation had no significant bearing on
an individual's decision to evacuate."!

n;) ' Bent Sorenson. Nuclear Power: The Answer That Became a Question. Ami ro Vol 4, !". P.17
*

V * Rul'crt C. Mitchell. Pubhc Opinion and Nudcar l'ower Bet' ore and After Three Mi!e Isl nd.
Researces. Resources for the Future, January-April,1%0 pp. 5-7.
' Pohcy Research Aswcsates. Sochwenomic impatts, Nudear Power Sutng (State CoCege, Pa..

8
Pohcy Research A%oci.ucs for the Nudcar Regulatory Commission 1"77L p. O.| * Mountain West Research. Inc . with Soc.al Impa(t Research. Inc.. footnote 4 above, p. 24.
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EVACUATION DECISION MAKING
.

Decisions to be Made SpatialOutcome of the
Decision-Making Process '

(nojCoasider

. . . - " i f vacuationi '

,

p. 'r,$5,4$'S&N
< ses

Remain

Should We at Horne

(R esidualEvacuatei
_

Population)*-T9
||

] |$Ses >

!

|
Should ?? What Part

_

E ntira Family (rb) of l'a mily
, ','

f vacuater Should E vacuatei,

. _,
..- -

8-f;*'.. ~' 'b ' .:: |
.

ttt
.

-

-

3 c,

. _ . , ,
, - '', ,,,

, , .
- W hen

t__
_ should We Coi
....

|1 i;
Tras el to andi-

- Where Arrival at-

| _ Should We Coi Destination
i

" * * ' " ' ' ' '
Jy.ch. Aman'.i74 | j

- How
, Should We Coi
L -4

.

[W hen

Should We Returni \
w

' Fic.1-Evacuation.decmor. making.

1

I Beginning with the study of tne population affected by Hurricane Carla. -

s. .

studies of natural disasters have repeatedly confirmed the hypothesis that a
family is the unit making the decision about evacuation.'' Evacuees from sud-

8
den natural catastrophes typically leave the hazard zone in family groups and
remain together durmg the crisis. The results of our survey suggest that while
the majority of evacuees left in complete family units, the proportion of partial

* Wo:c and others. loetnote 2 ai'ove, p. 7
-
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families fleeing the disaster was larger than would be expected from the con-
clusions of natural-hazard research. In charting the basic patterns of evacuation
behavior and in planning many phases of the evacuation process, the concept.mc-

of an evacration unit, as opposed to the individual or the family, may best*

serve as the fundamental ' nalytical entity. We define an evacuation unit as aa
.

- *' ~ - single individual acting alone or a group of individuals acting in unison during ;

mwidaMc.Q .

the evacuation process. Because the members of a household may be unable* i

to agree on a decision or on procedures, a single household may generate |

several evacuation units. In the A15U survey, partial families composed one- ('

ithird of all evacuation units, but in the sample communities beyond fifteen
. ..,..... ..

IH. y-; miles from the plant, evacuation units were more likely to be partial families
than complete families. Within six miles of the plant, complete families out-
numbered partial families by more than three to one. The high percentage of ;

'

,
partial famdies evacuating the Thil area may be accounted for by the high i

degree of uncertainty surrounding the accident itself and by the inability of
- either individuals or public officials to gauge accurately the magnitude of the

- malfunction at the plant.
In his study of the sudden and unexpected impact of the Denver flood of

7,

1965, Thomas E. Drabek demonstrated that evacuation is not always the result

8
z.

of a simple scenario in which families receive a warning, seek to confirm the
r . y ' , ., danger, and decide to evacuate."Instead he proposed four separate evacuation. ' , Q ': processes: evacuation by default, evacuation by invitation, evacuation by com-i,.

promise, and evacuation by decision. Although Drabek's classification scheme'

was specific to forced evacuation in response to a natural disaster, we propose-

a similar, but somewhat modified classification system specific to voluntaryJ. > - , - .

evacuation in response to a technological disaster. In terms of the response of''

families in the Three N1ile Island area, evacuation seemingly resulted from three
different processes: evacuation by division, in which some members of a family
decided to leave while other members decided to remain; evacuation by con-

.a e . .w " sensus, in which the whole family decided that evacuation was the best coursec

of protective action to follow |and evacuation by compromise, in which r dead-
lock was resolved by a dominant family member in favor of evacuatbn. Dra-
bek's model of evacuation by default would be applicable only in the event of

' a forced evacuation.
The pnneipal factor motivating TN!! residents to evacuate was concern about

"
'

- personal safety: 94 percent of the evacuees gave this reason (Table 1). Conflict-
ing reports from governmental and utility-company officials were another crit-
ical factor. One-fifth of the evacuees indicated that the news media played a

. role in their decision. The NRC study also cited the perception of danger and
the volume of confusing information as the major reasons for evacuation."

The reasons given by members of the residual population for not evacuating

O were varied (Table II). The most frequently given explanation was that no order
.

to evacuate was issued. The NRC study also found this response to be the most
frequent argument for staying." The existence of many contlicting reports was

8 ..

"' Drabek, fMrote 2 sm e . pp M5-M.
' " Mountam We t Rescan h. inc.. ws:5 Soaal f rnpact Pesearch. Inc . tootnote 4 dove, p.18

' Mountam West Rocarch, ine.. w on Social impa(t Reseanh, Inc., f ootnote 4 sove, p. 21.
- .
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' taste l-reasons roR EVACUATING

PIRCENTAGE
OF [

EVACUAT!oM
I

mEAsONs UN TTs

Concemed about safety 91
i '

Conflicting reports from i;overnment and utility-company officials 43
, , ,-
pfd,bs,i, 4 Conflicting reports from utiliry-company officials 26

Contlicting reports from go.ernment officiais 24
i

News media 20 |
7 ||

Everyone .vas evacuating
Ordered to evacuate 4

-

;

Source: MSU Survey, test footnote 3.,

taste !!-reasons Fon NoT EVACUATING

PERCENTAGE of ,

REASONS N oN E V ACUEES'

- ~ " ' '
No order to evacuate was issued 62r< -

~ *
Too many conflic'ing reports 42

; ;. .,,, No apparent reason to evacinte 38

-J Home was a safe distance from plant 31

-8 , . '.-7.I J.. E
Fear of loonng 24

No children involved 23' '
.-

- - Could not lease job or business 21%:
N'o one else in area evacuated 16

Needed to take care of farm livestock 6
5No place to go

Too old to evacuate 3

Handicapped 2

Sourcc: MSU Survey, test footnote 3.

the second most frequently cited reason for not evacuating. Paradoxically this
w ,w..wmm.".<a was also the second-most widely cited reason among the persons who chose

to evacuate. Contlicting information was thus used by some residents to justify
a decision to leave and by others to justify a decision to stay.

'IstE CEOGRArliY OF EVACUATION frost TMI
.

On the basis of the redistribution of population in the immediate aftermath
of the Three Mile Island disaster, we were able to delineate two distinct but
overlapping re;; ions: the zone of evacuation and the evacuation field. The first
zone comprises the areas left by the evacuees, and the second was the area to

,

which the evacuees fled.

ZONE Or EVACUATION

O W pattern of voluntary evacuation from Three Mile island clearly reveals
a dioance-decay relationship that illustrates both the effect of governmental
directives and the evacuation-shadow phenomenon. The distance-decay fune-

8
-

tion shows a sharp discontmuity approximately twelve miles from the plant
(Table 111). Within a twelve-mile radius of the disabled reactor, 53 percent of
the sample reported that at least part of the household evacuated. Beyond
twelve miles, only 9 percent of the sample reported evacuation. The snarp

|
|

I
.. . ..

|

. .

I- - _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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TABLE Ill-DIsrANCE AND EVACUAT10N RESPONSE

rERCENTAGE OF RE$rONDING

b DISTANCE ZONE HOUSEHOLDS FROM WHICH
FROM TMI SOME MEMBERS EVACUATED

- I to 3 miles 55

~ r 4 to 6 miles 56" - ~

*< 7 to 9 miles 53'

,

10 to 12 miles 47
- 13 to 15 miles 13

More than 15 miles 9

Total sample 31
,

* Source: MSU Survey, text footnote 3.

discontinuity in the vicinity of twelve miles reveals the impact of two directives
S :1, .9 ; issued by the office of the governor of Pennsylvania on Frida'y, March 30. In

#1 the first, everyone within a ten-mile radius was advised to remain indoors, an
- - action known as sheltering. In the second, all pregnant women and preschool^

. children within a five-mile radius of the plant were advised to evacuate. The
first directive seemed to establish the critical evacuation boundary in the minds

,

of area residents. Beyond the ten-mile limit the proportion of respondents who
evacuated declined sharply.

The evacuation-shadow phenomenon is the term used to describe the ten--

dency of an official evacuation advisorv to cause departure from a much larger

8 ..,
- ~- area than was originally intended. The evacuation shadow cast by the public

announcement of a very limited evacuation order extended well beyond the
zone to which the order applied. If only the persons advised to evacuate had

_
'

left the area, the number of evacuees would have been limited to approximately
- 2,500 preschool children and pregnant women. Instead an estimated 144,000

- persons, or 39 percent of the population, evacuated their homes in the area as
far as fifteen miles from the plant.'2 Although the evacuation-shadow phenom-c- >

enon may be a minor consideration in evacuation planning for natural hazards,
the impact of the phenomenon needs to be emphasized in planning for future
nuclear accidents precisely because delineation of the geographical scope of an

. w w.w. a .g invisible danger such as ionizing radiation is difficult for public officials and
.

.

private citizens to determine. In planning for an evacuation from a nuclear
disaster, it can therefore be projected that any order to evacuate will cause the
departure of residents not only from a des.gnated zone but also from its petiph-
cries. The planning process should accommodate responses from the two areas."

EVACUATION FIELD

in order to analyze the spatial patterns of evacuation behavior, we asked
each evacuation unit to indicate its destmation. Taken 'ogether, these desti-

'

nations constitute the evacuation field of the survey respondents (Fig. 2). The
spatial pattern, as inferred from the locations of these sites, suggests a calm
and orderly movement rather than a hysterical tlight. Evacuees tied a median

,

( ) distance of eighty-five miles from Three Mile Island. In the NRC study the
'' median distance was found to be one hundred miles from the plant." In com-

.

8.
" Mountam West Research. Inc.. with Soctal Impast Researth. Inc. footnate 4 al'ove, p. 22.-

" Mountain West Research. Inc., with Social Impact Research, lec.. footnote 4 al'ove, p 17
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DESTINATIONS OF TMI EVACUEES
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Fic. 2-Destinations of TMI evacuees.

< :- -9,-a 'q.ie>;,o

parison with the list of evacuations compiled by Hans and Sell, the median
flight of evacuation from Three Mile Island is the longest on record. The longest

.

median distance given in that study was eighty miles in response to Hurricane
Carla in 1961."

Half of the evacuation units in the MSU survey chose destinations between*

forty-five and ninety miles from the plant. We define the area in these limits
as the zone of perceived safety far from the nuclear site. The inner boundary
of this zone, shown on Fig. 2 by a daslied line, suggests that the evacuees
sought destinations far enough from the plant to put a territorial buffer between
themselves and the source of possible danger. The outer limit of the zone s ems
to imply a reluctance on the part of most evacuees to venture any farther than
necessary from home. The zone of perceived safety represents the spatial out-
come of the tension between centrifugal forces generated by the perception of

8 * "lians and Seit f*tnote I above, pp :0 wo.

danger and centripetal forces generated by the attachment to home. -

A strong directional bias. similar to that ideatified in studies of the intra-
urban mobility process, appears to have intluenced the configuration of the

-

4

.s- . . . - - ,
;
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,

- evacuation field. Although only one of every ten evacuation units chose des-
tinations in the quadrant southeast of TMI almost half chose destinations in

, ..

,J
~

the quadrant northwest of the crippled reactor. The directional bias was the ;

consequence of several interrelated factors. The most important considerations j

seem to have been a preference for a site upwind from the plant, a psychological !

attraction to the mountains in time of danger, and a reluctance to select a
.

destination in the more densely populated metropolitan areas to the east. These'

m u.w.,. ,,,c.j y y:
- ' factors, and possibly others, require further investigation before behavioral

models of the evacuation site-selection process can be constructed.
'

. In addition to sketching the configuration of the actual evacuation field, we

~

attempted to delineate a potential evacuation field for all respondents. Everyone' '

was asked to supply a choice of destination, if a presidential order had required j
a full evacuation of the area. The map of potential sites displays a galaxy of )

destinations to the north and the west of Three Mile Island and an evacuation
hollow, an area shunned by evacuees, around the reactor (Fig. 3). The maps

. of actual and potential ficids are similar in many respects, although the map
- of potential destinations has a less clearly defined zone of perceived safety The

potential destinations were also more widely dispersed, and some were not j

shown on the map because they were as far away as California, Arizona, and :

8, Florida.
|

EVACUATION QUARTERS
j
' The homes of relatives and friends proved to be the preferred evacuation

,

- quarters among both the actual and the potential evacuees. The MSU survey
,

found that S1 percent of the evacuees stayed with relatives and friends. The7
comparable figures were 7S percent in the NRC study and 74 percent in the
Rutgers stuiy." These proportions exceed those characteristic of evacuations
from natural disasters." Despite the ubiquity of hotels and motels in the evac-

- uation field, their use by evacuees from Three Mile Island was limited, in all
,1.m #,- 2%w. ,1.#--' likelihood, by the financial strin that such accommodations would have im-

posed on family budgets. The use of the designated evacuation shelter in Her-
shey, ten miles from the plant, might have been limited by the perceived social
stress of life in mass quarters and by the perceived locational stress that evac-,

uees would have experienced in a site so close to the threatening reactor. No
respondent in either the MSU or the Rutgers survey reported utilization of the
public shelter in Hershey, and only one of the 1,500 households surveyed in.

the NRC study used the esacuation shelter."The maximum numoer of persons
who used the shelter in one day was estimated at enly ISO, a situation that
seems to confirm the finding that " shelter centers are used only if nothing else
is available or if one cannot financially care for liimself."'' A reasonable con-
clusion is that the low utilization of the shelter at Hershey was partially the.

" Ntountain West Research. loc., with Social impact Rescan-h, Inc., footnote 4 above. p.17; and

8
,

,
Barnes and others, footnote 4 above, p.17
" Ntoore and others, tootnote 2 above, p. 93. and Tlioma, E. Drabei and Keith 4 dem I amihes
in Disaster Reactions and Reiatis es, kamal c' Wrruer and she fannN. Vol. 30. lW, pp. 443-4 51.
" llames and others. taotnote 4 abos e, p.17; and Mountain West Goearch, Inc., with Socal Impact
Research. Inc . tootnote 4 abot e, p 23.
" llans an i %, toetnete 1 abus e p 52, and Mountam West Rese.irth, Inc.. with Sociti impact !

Research, Inc . hiotnote 4 abes e, p 23.
.
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POTENTIAL DESTINATIONS IN THE EVENT

OF AN ORDERED EVACUATION''
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Fic.1--Potentut destinatwns of TMI area residents m event of an ordered evacuation.
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result of its location in the ten-mile zone from the reactor. Within ten to twelve
miles of Th11,47 percent of the survey respondents evacuated.

The pattern of evacuation was influenced by both spatial and temporal
i

| .
processes (Fig. 4). In this diagram each prism of the cube represents the average
".)ehavior of evacuees originating in each of the six distance zones used in this
analysis. The distance of the home from Three N1ile Island was found to be'

directly related to the destination chosen by an evacuee. In general, persons
living farther from the plant fled to more distant locations than did individuals
living close to the plant. The same tendency was observed in the NRC study. "

~ This finding adds a new dimension to evacuation behavior that has not been
previously observed or predicted, and several explanations may te itatively be ,

offered. First, persons living closest to the plant were likely to a the most
concerned about the safety of their homes and property. They were therefore

-

inclined to remain as close as possible to home. Second, only in the closest

8' distance zones were residents with high personal evacuation thresholds suf-
ficiently motivated to abandan their homes. If these evacuees lived a few miles

'' Mountain West Research. Inc.. with Socta! |mpact Research. Inc., footnote 4 above, p.17
.
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SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL DIMENSIONS
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Fic. 4-Spatial and temporal dimensions of evacuatwn.

d i

further from Tht!. they probably would not have evacuated at all. Thir , res . dents who live far from the disabled reactor would be expected to shun evac-little or no improve-
uation sites in the closest zones because they would offer

'

i d that evacuees
ment over the conditions of the home site, it can be hypothes zeld include the seg-

onginating at great distances from Three A1ile 131and woument of the population with low personal evacuation thresholds that would
*

h, because evac-

consequently be likely to seek more distant destinations. Fourt

8
d minantly women

uation units residing more than fifteen miles away were pre ol d
and children. many constraints on evacuatmn might base essene .

-

. .
.
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- The temporal dimension of evacuation is along the third axis of the evac-
uation cube and represents the date and the duration of evacuation (Fig. 4).

,
, ,.'~ ' The length of the hinges on which the prisms hang denotes the average du-

'

--

ration of evacuation, while the position of the hinges denotes the average date
.

of departure and return. The length of stay away from home among respon-
dents ranged from one to sixteen days, but 51 percent of all evacuation units

f-6.m,wh ad returned home two to four days after departure. In the three-mile zone closest
.

to the reactor,58 percent (none of whom had preschool children) stayed away
three to six days, and 42 percent (all of whom had preschool childreni were
absent nine to thirteen days. As distance between home and plant increased

~C
'

up to the fifteen-mile radius, the duration of stay away from home decreased.
,

An increase in the duration of evacuation was observed in respondents from'

~: the three sample communities that were outside the fifteen-mile limit.
The majority of evacuation units (54 percent) left on Friday, hlarch 30, two

'

days after the accident and the beginning of what was termed the crisis-re-
sponse period. ' An identical percentage was cited by the Rutgers study, and

,

;
"- the NRC study reported 55 percent. 3 The departure of so many persons tha,

day can probably be attributed to a combination of factors. First, the governor's
| sheltering and evacuation directives were issued on Friday when serious con-

sideration of a full evacuation first became public. Second, two major con-
straints on evacuation were lifted because Friday is the end of both the work-
week and the school week. Evacuees living close to the plant were likely to

- leave earlier than those living in the outlying communities. Whereas 77 percent
- of the evacuation units living within six miles of the plant left on or before

.
Friday, only one-third of the evacuation units living ten or more miles away
evacuated on Friday. All of the evacuees who reported leaving on Nlonday
lived ten or more miles from the plant.

A CoNCEPTUA1. NIoDEL or STRrss-INDUCED EVACUATION
m,u%., M c." The decision to evacuate from the Three N1ile Island area may be concep-

tualized as a bebavioral adjustment to the stressful environmental conditions
caused by the sudden nuclear accident. Evacuation in anticipation of disaster

. - therefore becomes a stress-management technique whereby an evacuee moves
from one location to another in an effort to reduce the strain imposed by the
perception of danger." The stress-inducing factors during the TN11 crisis were
the knowledge that radioactivity had leaked into the environment and, more
importantly, the fear of an even lart;er catastrophe, that is, a core meltdown,

.

3 Rusell R. Dynes and others, Report of the Emergency Preparedness and Response Task Force.
Statt Report to the President's Commission on the Accident at Three N1:le bland OVashmgton.
D C.. U.S. Government Pnnting Ottice, l@L p. 43. Dynes dn ided the time af ter the accident in

O the emergency response period f rom Wednesday, N1 arch 28 to fnday morntng, N1 arch 30, and the
cusw. response renod. begmning on Fnday mommg, Ntarch 30
: llarne< and others, footnote 4 above. p.17; and N1ountain West Research, Inc., with Soaal Impact

Research. Inc.. footnote 4 ai'ove, p 24. ,

8
'stanlev D. Hrunn. Spaital Causes and Consettuences of Psyihosneral Stress. n The Geocaphy

or llealth and Drease (edited by lonn N1. Ilunter: Chapel lhlt. N C.: Unn ersity or North Caronna.
Department or Geocraphv. PC4L pp.133-133. W A. V. Clark and N1aitm Cadwalkder. Lo.
sational <trc<s and Rendential N1obihtv, Drrreenment and fu.erar. Vol. 5. PC3. pp 29-41: Hamid
D. I oster. The G-ography of Stress Arc.r. Vol.11,1C, pp. IUT-ICt and Juhan Wo! pert. Niteration
as an Attiustment to l'nvironmental stress, four*ral et 50cr.:t I mes. Vol 22.1% pp 92-102.
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GENERALIZED PERSON AL STRESS CURVES
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M Fic. 5-Ceneralized personal stress curves.g,j,
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at the plant. Only permanent relocation is a more radical adjustment to per-
ceived risk than evacuation. Less radical adaptations surfaced among TM1 area
residents, for example, modifications of the daily personal routine :;uch as
remaining indoors and constant tuning to loca, and regional news.

EVACUATION-REsI'oNSE T11REsilot.Ds
::.n w u n .r- m m ~ At any given distance from Three Mile Island, the propensity of a household

|
to evacuate depends on the evacuation-response thresholds of individual fam-

| ily members and on the availability and the desirability of evacuation quarters
at varying distances from the source of danger. The evacuation response

| threshold is that point along an individual's personal-stress continuum when
the decision to evacuate is made. Individuals with low thresholds will tend to
evacuate even if they live far from the source of danger, while persons with
high thresholds will evacuate only if they live very near that source. As distance
from the plant increases, the proportion of the evacuating population decreases,
and the evacuatin>; population includes an increased number of individuals
with low evacuation-response thresholds. The tendency of persons with low
thresholds to move farther from the stricken plant than persons with high| -

! ' thresholds helps to explain the pattern of evacuation-site selection with respect
to the two distance variables presented in the evacuation cube (Fig. 4).

|

|
Generalized postaccident per<onal stress curves otfer another temporal mea-*

|
sure of responses to the disaster (Fig. 5). The increased perception of stress on

| Friday is apparent on both stress curves, but only the curve for the evacuees
rises above the evacuation-response threshold. The precipitous drop in theI

evacuees 'evel of perceived stress on Saturday was the result of departing for*

.

~ . . . . , ;
.
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SELECTION OF EVACUATION QUARTERS
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~ ; ? .x,
m the plant. Consequently

,

f

a destination that was considered a safe distance rod to alle-

equilibrium was reestablished. Evacuation may also be motivated by reasons other than the neek below individual evacua-
viate stress. Some evacuees' stress curves may pearsons may have acquiesced#~+ ~~r~-ea'

h

tion response thresholds, an indication that t e pein the decision by their family to evacuate, even thougi n by governmental author-
h individitally they

would not have taken the action. Forced evacuat old be other examples of

ities and previously arranged plans to be absent wouidt.al may also rise above thed
such a phenomenon. The stress curve of an in ivis not an automatic result. For

<

**

i
evacuation-response threshold, but evacuat ond no place to go, may have been con-d on their mobiiity
example, some individuals may have hafined to an institution, or may have had constraints impose-

.

~

i ht consider
by a }ob or other commitment.The possible evacuation sites that a hypothetical evacuee m gtion quarters, which iden-| ,

,

can be entered in a matrix of the search for evacuad stress curves may be projected'
' ;

tifies available options (Fig. 6). Personalizef the map of actual evacuationi

along each axis of the matrix. On the bas s odestinations, the most desirable letations were between orty- ve1 stress curve therefore ap-
f fi and ninety

miles from the disabled reactor. The location. rears to dip in this range and to demarcate a zone of perceived saftty.
A

l ocial and finan-
.

personal or nonlocational stress curve, representing the tota s|

J
_

-
,

,

|
j
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h
- cial strain perceived to be associated with various types of evacuation quarters,

| was drawn to conform to the preferences expressed by survey respondents.
! The curve peaks at public shelters and diminishes through motels, friends, and

,

relatives. Although the use of second homes and campgrounds would be lim-;

.

~. , ited by personal circumstances, they are included as potential destinations.>

,
* EVACUATION SPACE-sEARCII M ATRIX

in the space-search matrix the most desirable evacuation sites can be iden-
m.Jfa, x:vac-g tified by projecting the " lowest" segment of each stress curve into the matrix.

The area, delineated in Fig. 6 by a shaded border, has three potential sites that
would be open to this particular evacuatiort unit. The final choice under such
circumstances would be made on the basis of nonlocational factors that en;er

l' the selection process. While locational factors would prevail to discourage the'

selection of evacuation sites either very near or very far from the nuclear plant,
. .

, nonlocational factors would influence the selection of a specific site ir the
geographical zone of perceived safety. Each individual would perceive the
stress associated with location and types of evacuation quarters differently.'

This personalized decision-making schema is only a first attempt to analyze
,

the thinking and the planning by which individuals and families search in the'

surrounding territory for an acceptable evacuation destination.

8.y TnE GEocRaritER's ROLE IN EMERGENCY-RESPONSE PLANNING

Until the accident at Three Mile Island, emergency-response and evacuation
,

planning received surprisingly little attention from either the Nuclear Regu-- ~

latory Commission or government officials. Prior to the TM1 accident, NRC had
required nuclear plant operators to develop emergency plans only for the fa-

,
cility itself and the surrounding low-population zone. The zone around TMI
extended only 2.2 miles from the facility. At the time of the accident, no evac-
uation plans existed for the local jurisdictions in the area. Although the three
closest counties had five-mile emergency-response plans on file, only one plan
incorporated a fully developed course of action. Two emergency plans were

,

.- g ....- .. m / e ...,, developed for the state at the time of the accident, but neither one had been..

approved by NRC."
After noting the low priority that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission had

accorded emergency-response planning, the President's Commission on the
Accident at Three Mile Island recommended that emergency plans, including
evacuation, be designed for existing and proposed nuclear power plants on the
basis of alternative disaster scenarios for any given plant. Scenarios would
specify appropriate responses from state and utility-company officials en the
bases of both the magnitude of the disaster and the distance of residents from
the generating station. The commission considered a single evacuation plan+

based on a fixed set of distances and a fixed set of responses to be inadequate."
-y

t :
s --v

" A thomuch critique of the plans in effect un March 28. 1979, and of the a.i hoc pt.. +g docu-

ments that evolved in response to the nudear emergency is in Dynes and others. footnote 21 above.

8
pp t01-M
" The President's Commiunon on the Accident at Three Mile bland, The Need for Chance: The
Legacy of T MI (Washington. D. C.: U.S. Covernment Printmq Ouac.1u7% pp. 76-77

'
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In view of the minimal attention to emergency-response planning and the
~ recommendation of the presidential commission to identify appropriate re-

,
.

sponses for a range of conditions, there seems to be ample opportunity for-

'

geographers to contribute to the design and the implementation of emergency-
response plans for nuclear emergencies. The role of the geographer in emer-
gency preparedness is considered most essential in the design of plans for ,

% g.c.i g .c.g.a evacuation and for delivery of emergency services. Expertise in spatial and
~ ' locational matters is especially critical in response to nuclear accidents and

other technological disasters. Specific contributions of the geographer include
the identification of the areas to be evacuated on the bases of distance and

' ' '
'

direction from the disaster site, the description of the popu!ation and settle-

,

ment geographies of the potentially affected areas as a basis for intelligent-

decision making, the determination of the transportation routes that would be
' most suitable for an evacuation, and the establishment of the locaticns for

evacuation shelters. Additional important contributions that geographers may
- make are the prediction of the movement patterns of evacuees in order to

-
,

regulate the mass evacuation of an area and to plan for the delivery of emer-
gency services and supplies in the evacuation field, the creation of the networks
for the communication of disaster information and for the delivery of emer-

8, gency services in the zone of evacuation, and the identification of the locations
that would be most difficult to evacuate because of physical constraints, per-
sonal immobility, or attitudinal resistances.

In addition to the magnitude of the accident, other factors may require the
formulation of contingency plans to cope with the invisible danger and de-

,

struction associated with a nuclear emergency. Evacuation, particularly if it
begins as a voluntary process, will vary accordim; to the season of the year,
the day of the week, the specific weather conditions, and the availability of
gasoline supplies. Factors unique to the affected area will also need to be con-

| m' .... ve; e.m. .p' .. 9
sidered in anticipating the public response to an evacuation order, particularly
rural-urban population mix, automobile ownership, ownership of campers,|

' '

vans, and second homes, available public transportation, proportion of the
population confined to institutions, location of friends and relatives, obstruc-

- tions in the transportation network, and extent of cooperation among local
! governments. \ clear understanding of responsibilities and prior planning of
| appropriate emergency responses will help to facilitate evacuation from nudear
! and other technological disasters.

i

, ~ , .

N_,)

| - - - .
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| University of Calif ornia Los Angeles, California 90066
| Los Angeles, California 90024 (213) 397-4093

(213) 825-1415 or 825-1071;

i

f Birth Place and Date Greenville, North Carolina: June 4, 1954

! EDUCATION: B.S. , Geography, North Carolina Central University,1975.
i M.S. , Geography, University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1977.

Thesis: Innovationc in I'lue-crued Tobacco Farming and Their

Implications for Energy Use. (C.U. Olmstead, Advisor) |

Ph.D. , Geography, Michigan State University, June, 1930. |

i Dissertation: Incumbent Upgrading and Gentrification in the
|,

' Activities in Eastswn, Grand Papida. (S.D. Brunn, Advisor)
Inner City: A Case Study of Neighborhood Revitalization

j

|
,

1 FIELDS OF SPECIALIZATION: Teaching and Research
! Sy st emat ic : energy policy and planning, urban, social geography of the
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! Methods: research design, theory and methodology in geography
|

| :PECTAL HONORS:

j lecipient of the Theodore R. Speigner Award for the highest academic average,
Department of Geography, North Carolina Central University, 1975.

Sirnma Cum Laude Grnduate, Department of Geography, North Carolina Central
University, 1975.
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Graduate Fellow, Department of Geography University of Uisconsin-Madison, 1975-77.
'
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presented at the East Lakes Division of the Association of American Geographers
Annual Meetin ;s, Michigan State University, September 15-16, 1978.

,

JOB EXPERIENCE:
.

i

i Job Title: Engineer's Assistant

! Location: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Research Triangle Park,
Durham, North Carolina

Duties: Run Chemical Analysis for double alkali scrubber systens !

| Years: 1972-75 (Stay in School Program)
,i
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Location: Duke University Computat ion Center, Durham, North Carolina

j Duties: Cammand IEM/360 Computer
j hars: February 1975 to August 1975.
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l
i
!

!
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Job Title: Field Laboratorf Technician ,

Location: Air Pollution Monitoring Field Project, Tulsa, Oklahoma |'

IResearch Triangle Institute, Research Triangle Park, Durham,,s

pf North Carolina
v Duties: Operated and t intained two air pollurien monitoring field research

stations; annalyzed data from 0 , C, nad NO mnt r daily.
3 2

Job Title: Teaching Assistant (Half Time)
Location: Department of Geography, Michigan State University
Duties: Range f rom directing discussion sections to lecturing in the follouing

courses:
Future Worlds -- Fall 1977; Spring 1978

|
Geography of Culture -- Winter 1978
World Regional Geography -- Winter 1978 ,i

| American City and Region -- Winter 1979 |

Quantitative Methods in Geography -- Spring 1978; Fall 1978;
Spring 1979

Advanced Quantitative Methods -- Winter 1979
Years: Fall 1977 to Spring 1979

Job Title: Research Assistant (Quarter-time)'

Location; Center for Urban Affairs, College of Urban Development, Michigan
State University

8 Years:
Duties: Computer analysis of data for various projects

Summer 1973 to Spring 1980

Job Title: Research Assistant (Hal f-t ime)
Loca t ion : Departmentu of Geography and Agricultural Economics, Center for

Eavironmental Quality, Michigan State University
Duties: Research and writing of reports and presentations to legislative and

consumer groups regarding Electric Utility Rate Reform in Michigan ,

'

(under contract #71-3693)
Years: Summer 1979 to Spring 1930

.

Job Title: Research Assistant
Lccation: Michigan Department of Commerce, Energy Administration, Lansing
Duties: Review grant proposals from schools and hospitals for energy

conservation assistance. Research on vanpooling.
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PROFESSIONAL A';D C1'JIC AFPILIATIO::S:

Church: Member, St. John Missionary Baptist Church
Falkland, North Carolina
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Camma Pi Chapter. Gamma Theta Upsilon
Association of American Geographers

8
Triangle Geographers Association
Mississippi Council of Geographic Education
Rural Sociological Society of America

|
World Future Society'

.

Rev Club International
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RESCARCH IN PROGRESS:

: A Research Agenda." Submitted to" Energy Policy and Public Welfare -

Professional Geographer (co-authored).

: The Lansing, i"A Location-Allocation Model of Vanpool Park and Ride Points'

Michigan Example." Submitted to Geographical Perspectives (co-authored).

( " Technology As Hazard." AAC Resource Paper for College Geography, to be publish-l

ed in early 1981.

"The Role of Community Action in Neighborhood Revitalization." Submitted to
! Urban Geography.

| "Towards a Geography of Technological Hazards." Submitted to Area (co-authored).

( "Externality Ef f ects of an Abandoned Hazardous Waste Dump in Fullerten, California."

" Community Reactions Touards Hazardous Uaste Disposal Facilities in West Cov ina ,
California."

i

" Mapping the Perceived Impact of the TMI Duclear Accident by Area Residents."
.

" Implications of Electricity Utility Rate Reform for Low-Income Households in .

8 Oakland and Livingston Counties, Michigan."
Submitted to the Journal of the Community (

Development Soc ie ty .

PUBLICATIO"S:

1977 " Black Migration as a Response to Social Psychological Stress: A Note on
Migrant Letters, 1916-1918," Proceedines, New England-St. Lawrence Valley
Geographical Society, Volume 6, pp. 42-46 (with Walter C. Farrell, Jr.).

1978 " Black Migration as a Response to Social-Psychological Stress: A Note on ,

Migrant Letters, 1916-1913," The Geographical Survey, Volume 7, pp. 22-27 |
i !

(wit h Ualter C. Farrell, Jr.); a revised version.'

|

1973 " Black Philadelphians: A Factorial Ecology," Proceedings, Pennsylvania
t Academy of Sciences, Volume 52, pp. 91-95 (uith Walter C. Farrell, Jr. and'

John D. Oliver).

1979 "The Quality of Af ro- American Lif e in Houston, Texas: A Geographical Pers-
p e c t ive , " in J. Pilner, U. Pinder and R. Proctor, Perspectives on the

Urban South: Selected Papers from the Fourth Annual Conference, pp. 207-221.

g Norfolk, Virginia: Norf olk State College and Old Dominion University, 1979,
v (with Ualter C. Farrell, Jr. and Patricia Johnson) .,

'

!

"Fecent Methodological Developments and the Geography of Black Americs," The

. 81979
Pennm 1vania Geographer, Volume 17, pp. 19-30 (with Ualter C. Farrell, Jr.).

,
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PUBLICATIONS (c ont . ) :

1979 "Pheaomenology in Ceugraphy," The Geonranhical Sun'ov, Volume 8, pp. 3-9
(with Ualter C. Farrell, Jr.)

1979 " Educational Concern of Inner City Black Parents," ERTC Docu.ent (Spring 1979),
1 to be assigned (with Walter C. Farrell, Jr.).

1979 Pr olin.tnary_ilnpo rt on a Social Surve_y of Three Mile Island Area re_sMen_ts.
Department of Geography, Michigan State University, May 1979 (with Stanley
D. Brunn and Donald J. Zeigler).

1979 Eir.21.3epari_p.p_;t_.Senial Sur rov of Throe li1e Is1and Are, 9 e s id eat a.,
Department of Geography, Michigan State University, August 1979 (with
Stanley D. Brunn and Donald J. Zeigler) .

1979 Preliminary Review and Analysis of Electric Utility Rate Reform: Innlications

for nahland and Livingston Counties, Michiran. Report for Michigan Co= unity

8 Action Agency Association and Oakland-Livingston Human Services Agency, under
contract il71 -3693. Departments of Geography and Agricultural Economics and
Center for Environmental Quality, Michigan State University, September 24,

j 1979 (with Bradley T. Cullen).
I

1979 " Spatial Patterns of Alcohol Outlets in the Washington, D.C. Black Community,"
Proceedinas, Pennsylvania Academy of Sciences, Vol. 53, pp. 89-97 (with
Marvin P. Dawkins and Walter C. Farrell, Jr.).

1980 " Residential Preference Patterns of Afro-American College Students in Three
Different States," The Professional Coonranher. Vol. 32, pp. 37-42.

1980 " Spatial and Behavioral Aspects of the Counterstream Migration of Blacks
to the South," in, Brunn, Stanley D. and James 0. Wheeler, eds., The Anerican
Men onolitan Systen: Present and Future. New York: John Wiley and Sons,o

cripta Series in Geography, Victor Winston Publisher, in press.

'
1980 "Locational Conflict and Public Attitudes Regarding the Burial of Suelear

Waste- The Alpena, Michigan E::perience," East tales conoraphe_r, Vol. 15,
24-40 (uith Stanley Brunn and Brian ' cGirr) .pp.

I 1981 "Evacuaticn from the Nuclear Technological Disaster at Three Mile Island,"
in pres;, The Conaranhical review, January (co-authored).

Incumbent UL :radina and Gentrification Reviralination Activiti 5 in RGt0Wn-

|# 1M1
Crana Rapid.. "lonograpn to ho published by tne Dstcun Cr munny Association
and the Dyer-Ivec Toundation, January, 198 pp.

|
,

1
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PRESENTATIONS:

1976 Prairie View A&M University, Department of Economics, Geography, and Social
Science and School of Agriculture, "The Effects of !echanization on the
Production of Flue-cured Tobacco in the Coastal Plain of North Carolina,"
Prarie View, Texas. .

<

1976 Annual Meeting, Neu England-St. Lawrence Valley Geographical Seceity, " Black|

j Migration as a Response to Psycho-Social Stress: A :;ote on Migrant Letters,"
Salem, Massachusetts.'

1976 Annual !ceting, Association f or the Study of Afro-American Lif e and History,
Commentator for session " Considerations in Culture," Chicago, Illinois,

i 1977 Annual Meeting, Popular Culture Association, " Folk Reasons for Early 20th
| Century Black Migration," Baltimore, Maryland (with Walter C. Farrell, Jr.
! and Phillip Kitchart).
<

| 1977 Cheyney State College, Urban Studies Department, " Data Gathering Techniques1

j in the Social Sciences," Cheyney, Pennsylvania.
1

j 1973 Annual s!ceting, Norfolk State College and Old Dominion University Conference
on the Urban South, "The Quality of Afro-American Life in Houston, Texas: A

i
j Geographic Perspective," Norfolk, Virginia (with Walter C. Farrell, Jr.).
I

1973 Annual Meeting, Michigan Academy of Sciences, " Factors Influencing the
Decline of White and Non-White Operated Farms in the Central Coastal Plain

j of North Carolina, 1945-1969," Ypsilanti, Michigan (with Walter C. Farrell, ,
i

Jr.).

1973 Annual Meeting, Pennsylvania Academy of Science, " Black Philadelphians: A

Factorial Ecology," Champion, Pennsylvania (with Walter C. Farrell, Jr.).
q

1978 Monthly Meeting, Woodbridge Neighborhood Citizen Council, "The Process of
| Neighborhood Revitalization: A Case Study of the Woodbridge Community - A;

I Research Proposal," Detroit, Michigan.
1

!

|
1978 Arnual Meeting, East Lakes Divisien, Association of American Geographers,

" Spatial Variations in Attitudes Toward Nuclear Waste Disposal in Alpena,
a

{ Michigan," East Lansing, Michigan (with Brian J. McGirr) . ;

( r

1 Annual Meeting, Norfolk State College and Old Dominion University Conf erence
| 1979
I on the Urban South, " Black Migration to the South: A Focus on Durham,
' North Carolina," Norfolk, Virginia (with Walter C. Farrell, J r . ) .

1979 Sixth Annual National Conference on th 2 Black Family, " Searching for Elbow
j

| Room: A Pernpective on Southern Blaele Migration," Louisville, Kentucky

{ (with Walter C. Farrell, J r. ) .

i

:
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! PRESENTATIONS (cont.):

1979 Annual Meeting, Michigan Academy of Sciences, " Urban lionesteading and !!istoric
Preservation: Problens and Prospects," Mt. Pleasant, dichigan (with Walter C.
Farrell, Jr.).

j 1979 Annual Meetin;;, Pennsylvania Academy of Science, " Spatial Patterns of Alcohol
Outlets in the Washington, D.C. Black Community," Mount Pocono, Pennsylvania
(with Marvin P. Daukins and Walter C. Farrell, Jr.).

1979 Annual Meeting, East Lakes Division, Association of American Geographers,
" Electricity Utility Rate Reform or Maintenance of the Status Quo?" Akron,
Ohio (with Bradley T. Cullen).

1979 Quarterly Meeting, Michigan Community Action Agency Association, " Preliminary
Review and Analysis of Electric Utility Rate Reform: Implications for Oakland
and Livingston Counties, Michigan, Lansing, Michi;;an.

1979 Monthly Meeting, Oakland-Livingston lluman Services Agency, " Benefits and Costs
of Lifeline Electric Utility Rata Reform," Pontiac, Michigan.

1979 Annual Meeting, Southeast Division, Association of American Geographers,
"Locational Conflict and Public Attitudes Regarding the Burial of Nuclear

8 Waste: The Alpena, Michigan Experience," Mashville, Tennessee (with Stanley
D. Brunn and Brian J. McGirr).

1981 Faculty Seminar Series, UCLA Center for Afro-American Studies, " Spatial
Perspectives on Counter-strean Black Migration to the South."

1981 Annual Meeting, Western Social Science Association, " Electric Utilit/
Rate Reform: The Significance of the Spatial Factor," San Diego, California.

1931 Annual Meeting, Southwestern Economics Association, "Combinational Program-
ming Solution to a Park and Ride Mass Transit Problem," Dallas , Texas (with
Bradley T. Cullen).

1981 Annual Meeting, Association of American Geographers, " Location-Allocation
Model of Vanpool Park and Ride Sites: The Lansing, Michigan Example,"
Lea Angeles, California (with Bracley T. Cullen and Lawrance M. Sommers).

MEDI A TNTi:iWIEUS AND PUBLICATTO::S:

1977 " Incentive to Poor?" response to editorial "No Free Abortion," Tolna Norld
(August 26, 1977), p. 5.

1973 UKAR (rad io) , East Lansing, '!ichigan. " Nuclear Waste Disposal in North-
eastern Michigan."

1979 " Lifeline Bill Will Not Aid Poor," T M :t it e W ;; (October 9,1979) eith
r,radley T. Cullen.
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|tEDIA INTERVIE*1S A 3 PUBLICATIONS * (cont.):

1979 WKAR (radio), East Lansing, !!ichigan. " Social Survey of Three !!ile Island
Area Residents." (', lith Stanley D. Brunn and Donald J. Zeigler)

1979 UEL't, Channel ll, East Lansing, Flichigan. " Preliminary Report on a Social
Survey of Three blile Island Area desidents." (Uith Stanely D. Brunn and
Donald J. Zeigler)

ARTICLES WRITTEN BY OTilERS ON VARIOUS TOPICS:

1978 Fran Murray, "Alpena Residents Still Oppose Nuclear Waste Site," press
release, Department of luformation Services, Blichigan State University,
East Lansing, Michigan, September 21, 1978.

1978 United Press International. "Alpena County Still Against a Waste Dump Site,"
Detroit Neus (September 24, 1973). A number of ot.her :11:higan cities'
newspapern carried accounts from the original news release.

1979 Fran Murray, " Residents of Three !!ile Island Area Fear Impact of Disaster,"
press release, Department of Information Services, Michigan State University,

81979
East Lansing, !!1chigan, 11ay 18, 1979.

Fran :!urray, "U Survey of Three Itile Island Issue," MSU News Bulletin
(October 18, 1979), p. 2.

1979 Ellis Cose, "In the Aftermath of Three Mile Island," Detroit Free Press
(October 31, 1979), p. 10A.

i

Karen Zurauski, "Eastown Community Association Study Movements of People,"'

1979
Photo Renorter (October 1, 1979), p. 1.

!
!
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I4.5 BY MR. REYNOLDS:

2~

(V)
Q Dr. Erikson, have you read the testimony of Dr.

3 Mileti?

4(~) A (WITNEJS ERIKSON) Yes, I have.
\a'

5 0 And were you present yesterday during the time

6 period when he was on the stand and testifying?
7 A Yes, I was.

8 Q And do you have any comments you wish to make

9 about his testimony?

10 A Well, I would like to say that the main burden

11 of the testinony is -- derives from an awareness on his part
12 of the number of occasions. He mentioned 40, 50 or 60 on

13 one occasion, and hundreds on another, at which people

i 14 responded to moments of crisis, and to emergencies in the

15 past, and his assumption is that those events together for m

16 a body of knowledge on the basis of which one can make
!
: 17 accurate predictions as to what is likely to happen in Jan

18 Luis Obispo County..

$

| 19 Now, I would say that that is perfectly social

f 20 science practice, and we have all used it at one time or

[ 21 another, that the lessons of the past can inform things that
i
*

22 are likely to happen in the future, but that logic only

'

23 works, I would testify, when the events that you are
i

24 gereralizing from are comparable to the events that you are,

( ) !

25 generalizing to, and my testimony would be that that case

!

I :
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4.6 doesn't hold here, that if you looked at the list of the

2

(v-] events that make up the body of knowledge that is available

3 to the social sciences, you would find that a very small
!

# '

(' ') fraction indeed involved the kind of role conflict, in which
V

5 parents thinking themselves in dire emergency would
6 voluntarily abandon the care of their children to other

7 peopic for the sake of showing up for emergency duty of one
8 kind or another, and that that body of knowledge includes
9 even a fever fraction of situations in which the threat of

10 widescale radiation is present.
>

11 The only incident on record that has been

12 discussed so f ar at -- in these hearings since I have been

13 here is Three Mile Island, and that is the only one that I

14 know, and I think my testimony would be, and I gather that

15 Dr. Johnson's testimony would be that what happened at Three

16 Mile Island is not necessarily and in all particulars a good
!
: 17 example of the general principles that have been discussed.
,

18 So I think that from the point of view of social

| | 19 science that a generalization of the kind -- of that kind is
i

|
| '20 not technically justified, and I think from the point of

1
i

| | 21 view of public safety that a generalization of that kind
! i ,

' * '

22 comes close to being -- on the verge of being reckless.

23 Now, I would want the record to show that I am

I24 not implying by that.that Dr. Mileti is being reckless,,,s

L]t

because the point of view he expresses is one that other25 >

1
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4.7 1 i people in the social sciences share, so it is the point of
2r 7,-) view and not the person that I am characterizing by that

V
3 word.

4(~1 But I would simply say that why depend on a guess,
4,

,

5 even if it is very confidently stated, when the solid

6 information is there for the asking.

7 MR. REYNOLDS: Thank you. This panel is nov

8 ready for cross-examination.

9 JUDGE WOLF: Mr. Lanpher?

10 MR. BROWN: Mr. Norton goes first.

11 JUDGE HOLF: Mr. Brown, I am asking you to

12 Cross-examine at this time.

13 MR. BROLN: You mean to break the pattern?

14 JUDGE WOLF: I don't know what the pattern is, but

15 I am asking you to cross-examine.

Is MR. BROLN: Okay.
8

: 17 CROSS-EXAMINATION
:

18 BY MR. BROWN:-

$

; 19 Q This is directed for either or both of you
b\

! ! 20 gentlemen. Is there significance which should be attached
a

f 21 to the fact that the potential disaster here involves the
|

:'

E release of radiation? That is, does radiation itself22

23 constitute something important that should be specifically
i

24 addressed in the preparation -- in taking the social |
[1 |"'

25 consequences and attitudes of the populace in developing a |
i

|

I

!

;

|
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I
4.3 response plan to deal with the emergency?

2
,{} A (WITNESS ERIKSON) I would say yes.

3 A (WITNESS JOHNSON) I would agree.

4(~} 0 It would be very good, I think, for the Board to
(_/

'

5 have an explanation of why Dr. Erikson, you say yes, and Dr.

6 Johnson as well, why you agree.

7 A (WITNESS JOHNSON) My main reason for thinking

8 that is addressed in my direct testimony, in the following

9 sense, that would argue that crises or potential c. rises

10 that involve the risk of radiation are quite dif ferent in

11 kind than crises that involve other kinds of natural -- of

12 disasters, for the reason that people who experience them

13 have no way of knowing when the emergency itself is '[ .

14 concluded, and the reason they have no way of knowing whether -

'

15 the emergency is concluded, is that the radiation, either t'he *

16 radiation or the very intense fear of it, which is a kind of
!

17 public health hazard all by itself, stays in the air, as it

18 vere, or in the tissues of the body, or in the minds' of the';

'!
people who have experienced it for such a long period of tihej 19

i

| 20 that it is difficult to know when the event itself is-ove'r.
:
*

21 I think I would add to that that the threat
i
*

22 itself is of a very dif ferent kind, because of the sheer

23 invisibility, and the inability of people to know when it 13

24 coming, how long it is there, and under what circunstances ite
f i
ss s

25 is reasonable to expect that it will go away.

4

1.

'

\ \

| 1
|

- J
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M1. 9 A (WITNESS JOIINSON) I agree. The important thing

~ 2' r ', is, I think, the invisible danger associated with ionizing
V

3 radiation.

| Q Can either of you address some of the reasons that4p
V

N you believe it is necessary to do a social survey here, and

G in the process of that address Dr. Mileti's testimony that

7 it is not necessary to do a social survey here?

8 A tie ll, I think that. body of literature that Dr.
''

9 Mileti was citing clearly shows that the decision to

10 E evacuate is . based on 3 : number of factors, and I am citing

f
_

11. | primarily from a study'by Perry in 1979, on evacuation from-

s 12 natural disasters, to indicate that the following factors
.

8
, 13 are relevant: degree of novelty of the event, the extent and'

,

, nature of the disaster, or in pr'ior disaster experience,14
s

29 the. salience of various sources of information about a

' N [' '16 djsaster, the level of perceived risk, the family context,
s . --

17 that cigg'~ race , ethnicity, et cetera, the pattern ofg

18 kinship ties or relationships, and the level of communityg
^

s

a. . .. .

j \, a 19 invo'lvement , and the ' final one, the source, content, and

$ *

! - ~20 ' number of warnings. Those are the factors that Perry
,

e

a
N 21 identified'as being . i tical variables in the decision-i

g g .-p .

22 making proce i to evacuate f rom a natural disaster.

W 2,. 23 We found that in our Three Mile Island study,

24 that in terr.s of the socioeconomic and demographic~
" '

s ,/ m

V' '
25 characteristics of. the population, we could not find any,

4
,

,

e8

a. g

L *

'
. ,

% '
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4.10 1 statistically significant difference between those who

! n 2 evacuated and those who did not. It seems that the
| V

3 critical component here, in terms of ionizing radiation,'is

4 the level of perceived risk itself that caused people beyondq
u

5 the designated zone of evacuation at Three Mile Island to

6 evacuate.

7 I think if only the people that were encouraged

8 or asked to evacuate at TMI would have done so, only about

| 2500 people would have evacuated. Instead, about 39 percent9

to of the population evacuated, or 144,000 people,

n Now, if you compare that with Hahn and Sales

figure in 1974, with the number of people that evacuate on12

13 average annually, they come up with a figure of about 90,000,

and we are talking about an example of 144,000 people iny

ne accident. I think the critical thing again, is the
15

nodon of dsk.
16

:
Q Dr. Erikson,-do you have anything to add to that?

} j7

A (WITNESS ERIKSON) Only those portions of what
18-

!
; 39

you just heard, that I am qualified to discuss, I agree

a

with.*
20

I might add one thing as a matter of fact, that
{ g

i
e among the reasons why I would think a profile of theg

population here is necessary where it may not be in other
23

kinds of emergency situations, is exactly that factor ofg

\'') radiation that we discussed before.
25

|
,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __- ____ _____________
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1

Q Now I would appreciate a comment of either or

2(') both of you to the response of Dr. Mileti yesterday to a
v

3 question of Dr. Kline, and here is the question and answer.
#~T Dr. Kline: Are there cases in which the public

C(
5 on receiving a warning has panicked or gotten so d isorganized

6 in other ways such that they inhibited their own

7 evacuation, and Dr. Mileti responded:

8 Indeed, the only recorded events where publics

9 panicked because of hearing that an impending catastrophe

10 is to occur have come from the movie builders in Hollywood,

11 the Godzilla movies, the King Kong movies, the invasion

12 from Mars. Could you respond?

13 MR. OLMSTEAD: Excu se me, Mr. Chairman . Could

14 we have a page number?s

15 JUDGE WOLF : Yes.

16 MR. BROWN: Yes, that is page 12,170.

i

j 17 WITNESS ERIKSON: Well, I think I would want to

18
i

make some comments on that. Three.
| 3
i | 19 The first is that panic, as it is described in

$
j 20 most Hollywood aovies, has not very of ten ap,peared in human
i

j 21 life. It has appeared in certain places, though, which Dr.

I i
22 Mileti I think also alluded to' somewhere in that testimony,'

| 23 uithout describing in larger particular what they were, but

24 they are -- panic does occur in those situations in which
7

U
25 people find themselves in confined places, and have the most

,

!

!
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12415'4.11 urgent reasons in the world to want to get out, movie houses
2< ('g in which. fires take place, night clubs, and things of thatLJ
3

sort. A stampede kind of effect takes place, in thich a

4(~(-) large number of casualties have been reported by people
/

5 injuring one another simply in the rush to get out.
6 Now, whether or not the f ailure of traffic flows

7 Outside of the emergency zone here would have that

8 character is something that I can't determine at this time,
9 but I would certainly regard it as a question worth

to pursuing.

11 The other thing I would say about panic is that

12 there are many states of human activity betueen maniacal
|

|
- 13 panic and what is often described as rational behavior, and

14 I think a state in between would be the one that would come
15 close to the kind of thing that Dr. Johnson is describing,
16 and people overreacting without panicking, to a situation,

3

17 by evacuating many larger numbers than they are asked to,

18 and at much longer distance'than they are supposed to.

j 19 FITNESS JOHNSON: I think what Dr. Mileti uas
i

i 20 referring to in that statement was the fact that it has
s

21 been documented in the literature that there are a lot of
i
*

22 myths about disasters. I am speaking in particular about a

23 1975 study by a group of, I believe sociologists or urban
.

.

_ 24 studies people at University of Delaware, who wrote a paper
'w)

25 on it is a matter of myths about disasters, and one is, for
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I4.12 an example, that there is massive looting in response to

2 disasters, and many of these myths are perpetrated by the-

s
]

3 media and the like, and they do have some impact, not only

4
73 in Hollywood, but people read disaster novels, and the like,-

G
5 that have some impact.

6 The impcrtant point here is that those

7 perceptions, whether they are real or not, do impact upon

8 people's behavior, so do play some role in terms of

9 decision making. If you look at the reasons for evacuation

10 from Three Mile Island, or not evacuating from the area, let
.

11 me emphasize not evacuate, the fear of looting was one of

12 the points. -

13 BY MR. BROUN:
,g
.T 14 Q Now, are there any practical benefits that would

15 accrue by doing the social survey in this community, and a

16 profile of this community, and specifically how do those
*

: 17 relate-to emergency response planning, and finally, why, if
:

id you believe such a study should be done, should it be done?,

$

j 19 MR. NORTON: Excuse me, Your Honor. I don't

i

f 20 know how that is proper cross-examination. That is exactly

:

21 what they have testified to in their direct testimony, I

i
22 mean, they might as well read it. That is what their

23 testimony is, the ansuers to those three questions. I mean --

24 MR. BROWN: I asked the question why. They did

(
'

25 testify to that, that is correct, and I said why? hhat is the
|

|
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4.13 1 practical benefit to come f rom the social survey?

2 JUDGE UOLF: They may answer. Let us move on.gm

N-]
3 WITNESS ERIKSON: I would say, in shorthand at

g-) least, that the two most immediate -- the tuo most4

V
5 immediate and most practical consequences of doing such a

6 Study would be, first of all, that we would know more about

7 the population, and whom we are trying to inform, for the

8 purposes of emergency evacuation, and we would know more

9 about the propensities of that population, so we could

10 better judge as to how they would react in the case of an

11 emergency.

12 BY MR. BROWN:

13 Q Now, without doing the study, does that mean we

t 14 don't know these things now?
1
:

15 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) I would say we don't know

16 those things now, because we don't know this population.

. :

h 17 A (UITNESS JOHNSON) I would agree with that
1 :

18 wholeheartedly .-

3
.

j ig Q Dr. Johnson, you testified, I believe, in yourI

first paragraph of your testimony, that you specialize,20

' . among other things, in survey design and sampling techniques.
21

!i \
'* i Are y u qualified to perform -- are you personally I

22

qualified to perform the social survey that would be needed23
.

' here?,44_

^ A Yes, I am,
25

s
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I4.14 Q Could you describe to the Board, please, how you
2

(~} would proceed?
v

3 A Lell, I could give you a rough example of some

4(~) of the techniques I would use. I think I would use a(-)
5 telephone random digit dialling procedure, and let us say
6 ve would survey by telephone 1,000 households in the area,
7

and I think I said in my testimony something like a 50-mile

8 radius of the site.

9 In terms of sampling the population I would use

10
a stratified sampling design, that being stratified by

11 distance from the power plant itself, primarily because that
12 is uhat the existing plans set out, a series of distance

I.
13 ' zones, and we do know the population, or the population

4

14 has been estimated in those distance zones, or do a random

15 . digit telephone dialling of a thousand households, roughly.
I

16 There are statistical routines that one can go
*

17 through to determine the exact sample size, given the=

18g population of the area, but let us say for an example here,
~.

j 19 1,000 people, or households, and what essentially I would
$
! 20 do, I would be thinking in terms of something like probably
I. !
O

15-minute telephone interview in terms of a survey, and I21 a
i
.
'

22 would propose that we use about ten professional interviewers,
,

23 telephone interviewers, and the survey would be administered

24 primarily in the evenings from 7:00 to 9:00, that is the
j7_

LJ s

25 prime time, because people have usually just finished dinner, |

i

I
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I4.15 and they are relaxing to watch television or something of

2f- that nature, or do whatever, that is generally the most
(S/

3 ideal time to survey a population, for two hours each night,

4,r") for -- and I would estimate for 15 minutes per intervieu --

L)
5 of course that would balance out. Some will take 30 minutes

6 and some will take zero minutes, because people willp

7 refuse automatically, but it should balance out to about

8 15 minutes, and I would estimate that it would take about

9 two weeks, using ten professional interviewers, to gather

10 ~the data itself.

11 Now, in terms of the survey instrument its e lf ,

12 as I pointed out in my testimony, because I think it is

13 important to assess the social, economic and attitudinal

14 or behavioral components of the populace, or likely

15 behavioral components of the population, I would advocate

16 that an interdisciplinary research team of sociologists,

!
17 psychologists and geographers come together to design the*

,

18 instrument itself, in terms of attitude scales and the like,
g

j 19 perceptions and the like, and then I perceive that within

i

20 probably a three-month time 1imit, we could give you some|
21 comprehensive data and information on this population and j

i
22 how they would likely respond in terms of nuclear accidents'

23 of various orders of magnitude.
|
!

!

24 Q And could that'information be done in a way that
c,3
L.)

25 could be shown to be statistically valid, too?

!
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4.16 1 A Sure. I used 1,000 households as an example, but

2 there are, again, forms that we could determine the exact_s

(J\
~

3 cample size, and the error of that sample.-

4
7_) 0 Hould there be any practical difficulty in taking
()

5 the results of that survey and building them into the
6 emergency plan?

..

7 A There shouldn 't be.

8 Q Can either of you identify any public benefit, or

9 any benefit that accrues to'the public by not having a

social survey or community profile performed here?10

11 A I can't think of any.

12 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) I would agree with yesterday's
13 testimony, that a bad study can do harm, but there is no

14 reason why a bad study should result f rom this.

15 (A pause)

16 MR. BROWN: Those are all the questions ue have
i
g 17 got.
a
_

18 JUDGE WOLF: We will take a ten-minute break at,

I.

; H3 this time. Off the record.

! (Brief recess)20*
I

21 JUDGE hOLF: On the record.
^

i -

2
22 Are you ready to proceed, Mr. Brown?

23 MR. BROhN: Yes.

|
24 JUDGE LOLF: K'e are ready now, I think, Mr. Brown. |

b)'~
25 MR. BROWN: I have finished already, Judge holf.
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I4.17 JUDGE WOLF: Oh. Very well. Mr. Norton?

2q MR. NORTON: No questions.,

R.;

3 JUDGE EOLF: Mr. Olmstead?

4 MR. OLMSTEAD: The Staff doesn't have any
G(-)

5 questions.
,

6 MR. REYNOLDS: No questions.

7 JUDGE WOLF: Everyone is through. Mr. Bright has

8 a question.

9 JUDGE BRIGHT: I am just wondering, Dr. Erikson.

10 I am not'an expert on what happened at Three Mile Island,

11 but I have read quite a bit, and of course we do have a

12 little inside track, and I guess you could call it --

13 information chain. What difference do you think there might

14 be, 'if any, between the behavior of a populace that is more

15 or less educated in what might happen, and what the

16 procedures will be, and how they will be told about it, and

I
: 17 all this, rather than what I understand was utter chaos, at
2

18 Three Mile Island?-

I.

; 19 WITNESS ERIKSON: I think it is only reasonable

20 to assume that the more educated a population is, the more

21 likely they are to respond in an appropriate manner, but I
.

:. -

:
22 think it is not obvious on the face of it what manner would |

23 be appropriate, or what kind of education is the one that
'
1

1

24 plays a large role in instructing people in what is the
'

(~'8
''

25 most sensible thing to do. I would not testify that the
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t4.13 144,000 people who lef t the five-mile radius, or the 15-mile

2c' jm radius of Three Mile Island were acting irrationally in
G

3 doing that. It sounds to me a pretty sensible th4.ng to do i

4p if you don't know what -- if you are not confident that y ou
G)

5 know, as I think nobody'is confident that they know what the

6 ef fects of radiation are, or could be.

7 But the short answer would be, the more

8 education, the better, yes indeed.

9 JUDGE BRIGHT: Thank you.

10 JUDGE WOLF: Dr. Kline?

11 JUDGE KLINE: Yes, I just wanted to explore a

12 couple of differences, or apparent differences between your

13 views and Dr. Mileti's yesterday. First on page six of Dr.

14 Erikson's testimony, starting at line 13, this raises the

15 question of the willingness of the emergency workers to

16 report to duty, and to perform their function during an
8

17 cmergency. Did you hear Dr. Mileti's testimony yesterdayg

18 on that subject?g
a

j 19 WITNEJS ERIKSON: Yes, I did.

N
j 20 JUDGE KLINE: Could you tell me how - my

21 understanding is that he felt that indeed in some cases ,

i |
'

22 emergency workers might even volunteer to come and report

23 for duty, even if they weren't obligated to.

24 Could you help me out on that? In terms of the i

!
25 basis for your views that emergency workers might not I

;

!
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I

19 perform their duties?

2' '') WITNESS ERIKSON: Kell, I think there are several
(_/

3 points at issue here, and I hope it won't seem ironic if I

4
('l say that for about 90 percent of what I am going to say,
V

6 Dr. Mileti and I agree exactly, which is, our reading of the

6 literature is that most people, most of the time, have a

7 very urgent sense of wanting to be with their family, and of

8 being reassured that their families are safe. He then

9 testified, if I understood him correctly, that once people

10 have been satisfied to that extent, then they report for

11 emergency duty, and in fact in many reported instances have

12 reported for emergency duty in greater number even than they

13 have been asked to.

14 Now, I would ask several questions about that.

15 The first is, what constitutes a feeling of being safe

16 under circumstances where radiation is at least a
!

17 potential hazard, and I would ask second, that there are noj

g recorded distances that I know of where emergency workers18

a

j 19 volunteered to go into an area which was still defined by

i

| 20 every objective standard as hazardous.
:

$ 21 Most emergency workers who come later to a
,

{ l i
i

22 scene are talking about floods where the waters have'

|8 t

23 receded, hurricanes where the winds have abated. Here Ne

24 ace talking about an area which is de fined as potentially as

) |

25 a radiation hazard. And I think if I might, I tould add to
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I20 that, that I am not testifying out of a knowledge of how

2,-

f_S populations would act.. I am testifying that I don't know,
V

3 and that nobody knows, .and that it would be wise to find out

4
as much as we could about it.(3)s-

5 JUDGE KLINE: On page eight, near the bottom of

6 the page, starting at about line 22, and going down to the

7 bottom, you describe, again, the behavior of emergency
8 workers, and their feelings that they may not be -- that they
9 may engage in evacuation themselves, and you say that is

10 roughly what happened at Three Mile Island.

11 Could we get a little explanation on that, as --

12 I mean, what did happen at Three Mile Island? Did

13 emergency workers f ail to report, or -- in other words, Ip.
r ;
\/ 14 would ju s t like to know what " roughly" means.

15 WITNESS ERIKSON: My first answer is that the

16 sentence that you are alluding to is poorly constructed,
!i

'

17 that I was not referring -- I didn't mean to refer here to
' ?

g uhat emergency workers did at Three Mile Island, but.what18

i 3

| j 19 people did who lived beyond -- who lived outside the
1 i

j 20 periphery of the emergency zone.

f 21 So the implication here is that people who are
I

'

*
i 22 counted on for engaging in various kinds of emergency work,

23 who live outside the emergency zone, may not themselves
!

i
24 feel that their families are saf e, and may engage in |

(~'T !
#

25 evacuation activity, and the lesson f rom Three Mile Island is

i

e
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I71 that people do it, no* necessarily that emergency workers
2, do it.

(m)xs
3

JUDGE KLINE: Well, that is uhat I am trying to
.

4
7- pin down, is do we have -- do we have, for example,(_))

| 5 survey data or something -- some sort of measurement that
6 shows that they did that?

!

7 WITNESS ERIKSON: None that I am aware of.
8 JUDGE KLINE: Ok y. Did you hear the testimony
9 yesterday regarding the question of surveying people

| 10 essentially under calm or non-stressed conditions, and hou
11 valid such a survey may be regarding the behavior of

| 12 people when they are stressed? That is, a person may say, I

13; may do a certain thing, when asked under safe conditions,,

W 14 and then under real stresses, behavior may be different.
|

15 Do you agree with that? In other words, is a -- would a

16 survey be reliable?
!
g 17 WITNESS ERIKSON: I think the ansuer would
.

18 require one to take one step back and then two steps forwards,
.

j 19 to say that what you say is correct, in my opinion, that
i

{ 20 what one learns from a survey is not necessarily a hundred
,

3
21 ; percent predictive of what would happen in some future

i

.i
'

22 event, and certainly not if that future event involved a

23 high degree of stress, so whether or not the survey -- I

24 would say that the survey would be a great deal more '

'~

25 reliable than the absence of any information at all, and it

I
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I22 would be a great deal more reliable than information that

2 comes as -- that is gener&lized from events to which this is
/ /-)sL

3 not necessarily comparable. It is the best -- it would be

4
(-]

the best shot we have at understanding what is going on, it

L.)
5 seems to me.

6 JUDGE KLINE: Let me ask you the same question I

7 asked Dr. Mileti regarding planning and the use of

8 planning vis-a-vis what actually happens during emergencies.

9 His views were that while it'is useful to have the plans,

10 when the actual emergency happens, it rarely follows the

11 course of the plan. That is to say we then have to shift

12 reliance to decision makers or leadership. Do you agree

13 with that?
.

T 14 WITNESS ERIKSON: I think it is probably

15 reasonable to suppose that that happens in a large number

16 of cases. I think to assume from it that it happens in all

!
17 cases, or wil1 -happen in all future cases, is another

18 matter.g
:
j 19 I would not describe what happened in Hiroshima

i'

| 20 and Nagasaki as following that pattern. I would not'

.

! 21 describe what happened at the flood in Buff alo Creek as
i
*

22 following that pattern, but I would acknowledge that I have

23 known that pattern to be f ollowed in a number of other
"

,
.

24 crises and emergencies. !
(~1 I
s' ~'/

'

~

25 JUDGE KLINE: Gell, that question uas asked in
i !

|

|
:
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'

| the context of sort of asking how do we know when 9e are
1

2

(]J
done planning, not with respect to the major features of

%
3 the plan, but with respect to all of the contingencies le

- 4 might think of, and you have really specified in your
u

5 testimony a number of contingencies. I am trying to find

6 out what value you see in attempting to plan for these

7 contingencies through survey rather than. just including

8 them generically in the plan, that is, I am having trouble

9 framing this question.

10 How does it help the plan to add contingencies

11 rather -- prior to an emergency, rather than in a sense

12 depending on leadership at the time of an emergency?

13 WITNESS ERIKSON: I would think that -- even if

8f 14 in moments of crisis one can count on there being kinds of

15 emergent leadership, improvisation, new kinds of patterns

16 developing, that to have in the first instance a plan which
!
* 17 takes into account all the information that possibly can be

~

g had would be to the benefit of whoever is running the18

a

j 19 evacuation itself .

i

| 20 It seems to me that to have an emergency plan,
:

21 | a major portion of which is to count on something good
i
*

22 happening sometime, is - which I know is not what you are

!

23 implying, is unfortunate. |
1

24 JUDGE KLINE: OKay. That is all I had. Thank !
PO

25 you.

t

l
_
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1 JUDGE WOLF: Has anyonn any questions that have

2 been raised by the Board's questions?
,

( ,

3 Mr. Brown?

_
4 MR. BROUN: I have one as a followup to Mr.

LJ
5 Bright's question.

6 CROSS-EXAMINATION

7 BY MR. BROWN:

8 Q That is, would a profile of this' community be

9 helpful in determining how best to provide public information

10 to the populace within this community?

11 A (WITNF.SS ERIKSON) If you are addressing that

12 to both of us, I will take a shot at it.

13 0 Yes, both of you.

p A I would say what knowledge one could get from a

n; survey about the local population would be invaluable in

ef forts to educate that same population about evacuation16

s

$ 17 plans,.about radiation, about whatever it is that is
' 2

relevant to the situation at hand.18-

8
.

( ; ig I would think that especially in a circumstance
1 .

f like this, that one cannot assume, as was testified yester-
'

20
a

|

| { 21 day, that generic differences in a population, whether they !

3
* are gr uchy or not, or whether they are educated or not,22

speaks to all of the dif ferences that take place within a
23

! p pulation like that, that could be affected by a nuclear |24

l'~h |
i/ disaster of one kind or another, and among the things that .

25
I

t

l
| |

i
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1 needs to be found out is how scared people are of radiation,

/e 2 what they think radiation is, and in what ways it -- they
v

3 imagine it as affecting their futures, these are things

f'w, that are, in the technology of the social sciences, are4

(-)
5 not that dif ficult to find out, and I would think would be

6 the first thing anybody would want to learn, whose main

7 interest it was to educate the population here to the

8 realities of the situation.

9 A (WITNESS GOHNSON) I agree, and research supports

10 the position that the perceptions of experts regarding risk

11 are radically dif ferent from the perceptions of the public

12 in terms of risk assessment in terms of an accident.

13 Q Well, would another characteristic that might be

14 useful in determining the source from which information

should be generated to the public be the credibility of15

16 potential sources of information?

!
; 17 A A survey would tell you exactly who the public
! :

18 perceives as being credible and they perceive as not being;
a

| 19 credible, and that would presumably tell planners what they
~

need to do in terms of shoring up somebody's image, I guess,
| 20

| if you are going to develop ef f ective plans. One of the
21

I
critical components in evacuation decision making is the

22

image that the public has of the person or group uho is |23
i

advising the decision to evacuate or not to evacuate, is '

24
I

\ ) one of the critical components .''

25
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1

0 rell, would the -- in your opinion, the credibility

2
[ (N; of PG & E be a critical component?

v
3

A (WITNESS JOHNSON) I am sure it would, obviously.

4

(~') , O Thank you.
\_/

5 JUDGE EOLF: Any further questions? Mr.

6 Reynolds ?

7 MR. REYNOLDS: No questions.

8 JUDGE WOLF: Mr. Norton?
_

9 MR. NORTON: I just have one followup question to

10 one Dr. Kline asked about the general principle of Dr.

11 Mile ti, and you said well, it wasn't applicable at Hiroshima

12 and Nagasaki, and Buffalo Creek. .

13 FURTHER CROSS-EXAMINATION
,

I4 BY MR. NORTON:' '

15 .Q Do you recall that, Dr. Erikson, that respanne?

16 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) I don't recall it in that ,

i

17 form.
*

|j
|

| 3 Q Okay, you were asked if you agreed with the18

| :

| | 19 general principle that had been testified to yesterday by
Y

'

j 20 Dr. Mile ti, and you said well, generally, but it didn't

1 .

j 21 apply at Hiroshima, Nagasaki, and Buffalo Creek. Do you

22 recall that answer you just gave, or should we go back and
|
1

23 have the court reporter --
i

24 A I recall saying that, but I think your |
,

-]1

25 characterization of the question that preceded it does not --

I
i

'
|
|

,

i
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'

Q Well, you recharacterize it, then. What was the

2-~ <^'s question?
()

3 A Well, I don't remember.

4
(m3 0 bell, I believe he asked you about a general
Ul

5 principle, and you said well, it didn't apply at Hiroshima,

6 Nagasaki, and Buffalo Creek.

7 A yes,

8 Q And you recall that. Well, would a survey in

9 planning have done any good in any of those three

10 incidences? hould a survey of the population of Hiroshima,

11 Nakasaki and Buffalo Creek have done any good prior to the

12 incidents that you were referring to?

13 A I think it is very likely that it would, yes.

14 Q A survey wculd have prevented -

15 A No, you didd't ask whether it would be prevented.

16 You asked whether it would help.

!
: 17 Q How :iould it have helped? How would a survey
:

18 have helped the residents of Buf f alo Creek?;
:
j 19 A I think a survey -- had, let us say, the

i
| 20 department of urban development known what would be available

21 in a survey about the people at Buf falo Creek, they would ;

: !
: I

22 have handled the emergency response to the situation very'
i

|8 23 differently than in fact they did. |
i

24 0 In what way?

RJ
25 A For one, they would have assigned people to
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1 trailer courts on the basis of the communities they came
2 from, because they would know that a sense of community wase' ,

(v)
3 very important to those people.

4 Number two, they would have handled the-

v
5 distribution of emergency materials that came in differently
6 than they did.

7 0 Okay, you are talking about recovery, correct?

8 A Yes, I am.

9 Q All right. 1:ould it have saved a life to have
10 .taken a survey at Buff alo Creek?

11 A It is not at all inconceivable to me that it

12 might have. If there had been -- it is wrory hard to draw a

13 comparison from one to the other, because you are talking

14 about two events that have very little in common, but'if one

15 knew -- had done a survey, knew enough about the people of

16 Buffalo Creek, knew how -- what they thought the odds of a

i

: 17 flood were, that warnings about evacuations could have
:

18 been addressed in such a way, that people who decided not-
,

$

; ; 19 to evacuate might well have done so, thereby saving their
i

| 20 lives. That is hypothesis.

| :

21 Q That is a hypothesis. All right. One final|i
i:1

22 question. If you took a curvey, and obviously there could

23 be a range of answers you could get, but one of the things

'

24 you thought was important is what the level of fear was, of
i ('T

''

25 radiation, and let us say you took a survey -- let us say
1

J

|

|
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I

you took three different surveys, okay, and I would ask you

2'

-) how you would treat each one differently, and in one
J

3 survey you found 95 percent of the population ve y fearful of

#r^) radiation, and another survey you found 50 percent, and
V

5 another survey you found 15 percent.

6 How "culd you change the Diablo Canyon emergency

7 plan in each instance? What would you change in the

8 Diablo Canyon emergency plan, and the County plan and the

9 State plan, to take into account that survey result?

10 A 'The survey that I would recommend that would have

11 more questions on it than are you scared.

12 Q I understand that.

13 A So, I need to say this to answer your question.

0 14 Q_ But that is one factor you said was very

15 important, their perception of the fear of radiation, so I

16 am just taking that one, and asking how you would incorporate
i

17 those three resu~lts, 95 percent very fearful, 50 percent

18 very fearful, and 15 percent very fearful, how you wouldg
:
j 19 incorporate that result into the existing emergency plans

Y
j 20 for Diablo Canyon, San Luis Obispo, and the State.

e

f 21 MR. REYNOLDS: Excuse me. Excuse me. I am going
3
*

22 to object to that question on the ground that there is no
|8 23 foundation whatsoever in the record for any of those |

! |
24 figures. Now, if you want to use a hypothetical based on

7_
t ;
xJ

25 some facts in evidence, that would be appropriate, but as

i
i
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1 posed, that is inappropriate.
I

2 JUDGE 5OLF: I will overrule the objection. Your

O(x
3 may answer.

4r~ WITNESS ERIKSON: The only way I can answer thei ;i
v

5 question then is to say that I would recommend no changes in

6 the emergency evacuation plan, on the basis of answers to

7 one question in a survey.

8 MR. NORTON: Nothing further.

9 MR. REYNOLDS: Mr.. Chairman, I have one f ollowup

10 question to Mr. Norton.

11 REDIRECT EXAMINATION

12 BY MR. REYNOLDS:

13 0 Would the information, in your opinion, Dr.

' 14 Erikson, would the information to be derived from a survey

15 of the sort you are recommending in your testimony have been

16 useful in emergency response to the Three Mile Island

!
: 17 accident?

i

18 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) Oh, I would say veryy,

a

|| 19 emphatically.

| i

| | 20 Q And in what respect?
*

i

f
'

21 A In the respect that those responsible for making
i
*

22 arrangements for and implementing emergency plans of various

23 sorts would have a better idea as to the -- as to how scared

24 people were, as to what their intentions were likely to have ;
() ;
''

been in the event of a near disaster, and would have been !
-

25

I

i
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I able to accomodate to that new knowledge about the peoplc

2 that the emergency plan is supposed to serve.,s

(_)
3 MR. REYNOLDS: Thank you. No further questions.

4 JUDGE KOLF: Anyone have any other questions.fs
/ 1
%i

5 MR. OLMSTEAD: Yes, Mr. Chairman, I do have one

6 question I would like to ask Dr. Johnson.

7 RECROSS EXAMINATION

8 BY MR. OLMSTEAD:

9 Q In response to one of the Board questions, he

10 ~ indicated that the perceptions of experts, and I presume

11 that you mean the health physicists, in p articular, as to

12 the effects of radiation are radically different than the

13 perceptions of the general public, as to the risk posed by

14 radiation, is that correct?

15 A (EITNESS JOHMSON) Yes.

16 Q Do you know anybody in the sociological
:

h 17 community who would disagree with that asseasment?I

.

18 A No, I don't, but I know someone who would agree'

g

j :

j 19 with it, and who has empirically validated that assertion.

i

j 20 Q Mo, I agree with you that most people would hold
a

,

21 that perception, and the question I have is, that if that is
'

:
22 a correct assumption, and that most experts if not all*

23 experts agree with it, what would a survey show us , other
!

24 than that assumption aas correct?
(^T

'

25 A In many instances perceived risk is based on

I

!

| |
\ .
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1

sometimes myths about disasters. A survey would show us the

2 extent to which myths do exist in this population, and it,- ,

('')
3 would presumably direct us in terms of the educational

4
campaign.-m

(v)
Q But if one assumed that that was true, and the

6 survey merely confirmed it is true, one would not expect

7 there to be changes in the plan as a result.

8 A Well, it would tell you the nature of the myths,

9 and it would be informative to the public to correct those

10 . myths, because myths do impact upon behavior. That is the

11 sole purpose of a survey as I see it. I think we are

12 talking about technocratic planning versus social planning.

13 There are differences.

14 Q I guess to follow up on that, Dr. Johnson, I am

15 a little concerned. Let us assume that there are myths

16 about the effects of ionizing radiation, and let us also

!
17 assume, as the Governor keeps trying to point out, that

18 PG & E has little credibility with the public. How lou ld
g
:

| 19 they go about correcting that myth?

Y
20 A Uell, there are ways of improving relationships*

,

.

i

j 21 between the public and various organizations, and I uould

$
22 rather remain neutral in terms of whoever we are talking"

23 about, just in terms of organization in general. I think

i

24 lessons can be learned in terms of an educational
/"N
'"# campaign from the literature on energy conservation and how'

25

I
i ,

I
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1 to get people to conserve energy. Research in social

2(3 psychology has shown that a system of information feedback-

U
3 and incentives generally works in terms of communicating

4,e3 ideas about conservation to the public.
()

5 Q You are not saying energy conservation is the

6 same issue as --

7 A No, I am not.

8 Q Okay.

9 A I s&id lessons could be learned from --

10 Q 'Okay.

11 MR. OLMSTEAD: No further questions.

12 JUDGE UOLF: Anything further?

13 JUDGE KLINE: I just want to straighten out one

14 thing. I want to go into this question of credibility, and

15 I want to explore two possibilities, and the basic purpose

16 is to determine whether credibility in any way depends on the
8

: 17 content of the message, now.
2

13 Let us explore, the first possibility is, say ,,

!
j 19 a generally fearful population receiving a message f rom a

i
! 20 noncredible source, hey, f o lks , everything'is okay, a re-
a

f 21 assuring message. Now, that may have some problems in

i
:

22 credibility, but how about under the same circumstances, a

fearful population receives a message f rom a noncredible j23

|

3 urce that says, folks, you better run. There is great
24

(D
''

25 danger. Would these two messages have different credibility,

!

'I
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in other words, does credibility depend on the content of the

2
message?'

I3

4

O
5

6

7

;

8

'

9
t

i
'

10

| 11

12 '

13

14

15

16

I
i : 17
' f

18g
:'

j 19

$
j 20

;

21

.i
1
I

'

22

8 >> ;

1
24 ;

O ,
'

25

|
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1 1 ' WITNESS ERICKSONi I think thera's really two.

~
2 issues involved here. One having to do with the '

3 believability of the message in the sense of whether
- j:,

'~'

4 people will regard it as accurate and the second question
g
,

' ' - ' '
5 is how people will react to it. It seems logical .

,

.

6 to me that messages, the credibility of which may b6

7 somewhat in doubt, that you should run, would be responded

8 to'by running where messages from sources of doubtful' -

9 credibility that one should stay put, might not have th'o

30 same response. ,

JUDGE KLINE: Anything further, Mr. Reynolds?11 .

MR. REYNOLDS: I have no questions and would
12

ask that this panel be excused.
13

JUDGE KLINE: You may be excused, ,thank you.34

Do-you have any further witnesses? -

15

EYNOLDS: No, we do not. I was somewhat.
16

surprised by how fast we went through this panel. Jointj 37
:

Intervenors have no more witnesses today.
8,

jg

JUDGE WOLF: :What do you have for Monday?3g

a
: MR. REYNOLDS: I will have two witnesses onj 20

,

d Monday. I will check in this afternoon to find out
21 1.

3 i

E the availability of Mr. Ness, either for Monday and .

22 i

if not Monday for Tuesday.

JUDGE WOLF: Mr. Lanpher? |

m() MR. LANPHER: I was going to just ask you a question,
_

--. . _ _ _______ _ ____ ___________-________-____________ __________-
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, 1

.,

, ' , .
' %

. . -

1 oUth: Boad -- in the ev2nt'that Mr. Ness is not availabic,.2
-

. . m .s..
. s

maybe ,the'bodrd'can inquire whether the staff's witnesses
'

2f s

(n) .,

9's . m.

y- 39 are Availahlc to proceed on Monday if that were the'

- .! .

4 'E , schec ule? . '
'

- -
szm. J ( s -

s

\s' '

5 (
~'

JUDGE WOLF: Mr..Olnstead?
; \ 1 y'

_'.- ._ '

6 ,MR. OLM5 READ: WG?re'plannin'J on having the
~s s s

7 staff Kj.tnesd64 a'Vailable atf ter Joint Intervenor's finish
'

'

. . ,_ . , .
-

8 their cade. I'm not including;Mr. Nesc in that. However,t

i- '

s' ., .-.

9' we would like Mr. Kpsq to testify befcre the FEMA people

10 are asr:ed to call theiE' witnesses. I'v been informed

by Counsel for" FEMA that they would prefer to have heard; 11

allthetestimon[r before they take the stand.12

-; s<

13 JUDGE NOL?: Mr on, you're through?

MR T" NORTON ': Yes, we do have the rebuttal panel,14 . a,

but Ne ' re throuc}h' with the Direct case.It

16 MR. OLM TEAD: Mr. Chairman, I might add --

3
'

: 17 .I racher-suspect - ^I don't know how much cross-examination
2 - ~

,

is Joint Intervenor's and the Governor plan for the Staff,.

a
2 . . - -

; ig but I rather suspect that that will take Monday.

:|
MR. NOI' TON : We have Mr. Plotkin and Mr. Pulido20j

to go first, I understand, plus Ness. I would doubt21
.

:
22 very seriously the Staff is going to be finished on Monday.

MR. REYNOLDS: I would be surprised, too.23

Quite' frankly.24

JUDGE WOLF: Well, despite that, I'd like to have25

'

,
_ . _ _ _
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$.3 1 back-up on Monday co that we're not in a position that

2 we're in now, wasting a couple of hours that are assigned,

(' '

''
-

3 for the hearing.
,

_.
4 MR. LANPHER: Judge Wolf, what I would propose

c
"'

5 is that we commence on Monday with Messrs. Plotkin and

6 Pulido if possible, then Mr. Ness follows that. If Mr.

7 Ness is not available, we proceed to the Staff witnesses

8 and take Mr. Ness when his schedule permits him to appear.

9 JUDGE WOLF: If we're still here when his schedule
to permits.

11 MR. NORTON: Your Honor, the message received

from Mr. Ness yesterday was he was available all day Monday12

13 and all day Tuesday so I don't -- I'd be very surprised

14 that suddcaly he was not available.

15 MR. LANPHER: I didn't understand that. I didn't

16 think he was available, Monday?
!
.g 17 MR. NORTON: All day Monday and all day Tuesday.

18 MR. LANPHER: Fine.-

|
j p3 MR. REYNOLDS: Well, he will -- I will contact

20 him today if I can get ahold of him and set it up for
d Monday.21
3
?
E JUDGE WOLF: Well, we'll make you respcnsible for22

having him here.23

MR. REYNOLDS: Fine. One question for Mr. Olmstead,24
e'^ 3 !\_J what is the order in which your witnesses will testify?25

t

I
?

i
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i

1 '
MR. OLMSTEAD: Wall, wa'll une the NRC Staff

.4
2 personnel as a panel. The FEMA witness will be called,,

i )\L
3 separately.

_
4 MR. REYNOLDS: After the NRC?

Ib''
5 MR. OLMSTEAD: Righ t .

6 JUDGE WOLF: We're adjourned now until 9:00 o' clock

7 on Monday.

8 (Whereupon, at 11:23 a.m., the hearing in the

9 above-entitled matter was adjourned, to reconvene on

10 Monday, January 25th, 1982, at 9:00 o' clock a.m., in the

11 same place.)

12

, 13

14

15

16

!
; 17
:

$
3
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i

j 20

i. .

| 21 i |'

1

22'

23

2. i
m
''

25
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1
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